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Dear Friends of Maine:
The State of Maine offers ideal opportunities for vacation, relaxation, and recreation,
thanks in part to its wide variety of splendid accommodations carefully designed to fulfill
every individual desire.
To assist with these many special needs, the Maine Publicity Bureau publishes a number
of detailed publications in which the prospective Maine visitor can find information about
hotels, bed & breakfast, inns, sporting camps, restaurants, gift shops, as well as the
countless other businesses catering to travelers.
You're presently reading from the "Maine Guide to Inns and Bed & Breakfast Places". This
booklet is devoted, in its entirety, to listings of accommodations of this type.
We would like to be able to tell you that we personally have inspected every property listed
herein prior to publishing this booklet. Unfortunately, however, this is not practical.
We have expended much time, effort and money with the ultimate goal of providing an ad
service for the lowest possible cost. In reciprocation, we expect advertizers to conduct
transactions fairly, honestly and in the same manner as they would expect others to deal
with them.
Thus far, they have earned a reputation of being extremely honest and helpful. Let's keep
this reputation.
We will not knowingly publish an ad of which we have information that the individual or
firm is not reputable and fair. If you answer an ad and encounter dishonest treatment,
please let us know. If there are several legitimate complaints, we will refuse future
advertising.
It is our sincere hope that you can find the perfect spot for your Maine vacation within the
pages of this book and that you will enjoy every moment of your stay in the Pine Tree
State.
Sincerely,

i

Executive Director

MAINE GUIDE TO INNS AND BED & BREAKFAST PLACES

SOUTH COAST
Maine in a nutshell — that's how a Maine visitor once
described York County. For here in this "southern gateway
to Maine" the state's traveling guest finds every form of
natural advantage for vacationing, from world famous
beaches of sparkling white sand to lakes and hills and
shore where people have settled for more than 300 years.
Also included in this region are portions of Cumberland
County as far north as Freeport and the state's most
populous city, Portland.

ALFRED
Clover Hill Farm — Relax in the peace of an old New
England farm. Wake to the crowing of our rooster. See nature
at its best on 100 acres of rolling hills and woodland. Experience
warm hospitality and wholesome natural food. Located 5
miles from the center of Alfred, a charming Maine village in
old Shaker country. Beaches, skiing, fishing and antique
shopping all within a short drive. Sorry, no pets, smoking or
alcohol. Reasonable rates.

lover nill rarm
A lfred , Maine

Clover Hill Farm, Mar git & L eif Nordberg, RR 1, Box 241A,
Alfred, Maine 04002. (207)490-1105.

ELIOT

Farmstead — Come, step back in time and enjoy the hospitality o f the FARMSTEAD, located 6 miles north
on Route 236 from the 1-95 Kittery-South Berwick exit. Awake to the aroma of coffee brewing, bacon/sausage
and blueberry pancakes on the griddle. Inspect the 1704 Cape and the “new” first floor built in 1896, explore
the 2 1/2 acre site; swing under the pear tree or have an early morning cup of coffee on the glider after your
quiet restful night. All rooms have private bath, mini refrigerator and microwave. Picnic facilities and gas
grill available.
The Farmstead, Route 236, 379 Goodwin Road, Eliot, Maine 03903. (207) 439-5033 or (207) 748-3145.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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High Meadows B&B — Located only 4 1/2 miles on Route
101 from Route 1 (turn at Kittery Trading Post). This Colonial
house, c. 1736, is in a country setting, quiet but only minutes
away from historic Portsmouth, N.H. Fine dining, theater,
discount outlets, beaches and mountain regions. We have
single, double, queen bedrooms with private or shared bath,
and offer a full breakfast.

High Meadows, Route 101, Eliot, Maine 03903.
(207) 439-0590.

FREEPORT
181 Main Street — Lodging in a Downeast home. Cozy, antique-filled 1840 cape. Seven guest rooms, all
private baths. In-ground pool. Ample parking. Walk to L.L. Bean and outlets. Hearty breakfast served in
formal dining rooms. Reservations suggested. VISA and MC accepted.

181 Main Street Bed & Breakfast, 181 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-1226.

Atlantic Seal Cruises B&B — We have a special place

F

AV

A

located on the ocean in historic South Freeport Village. Lovely
harbor views await you in each cozy bedroom of our 1850’s
Cape Cod house. This quiet haven is a five minute drive from
L.L. Bean and outlet stores. You’re invited to share our home
furnished with the antiques and nautical collections of our
seafaring family. Our guests say they greatly appreciate our
comfortable beds, handmade quilts, down comforters and
large hearty sailor’s breakfasts. Enjoy our friendly downeast
hospitality, relaxing fireside snacks and our fantastic cruises
of Casco Bay. Resident dog and cat. (Smoking not permitted
inside). Reservations recommended. Open year-round.

Atlantic Seal Cruises Inc., Capt. Thomas & Gaila Ring, P.O. Box 146, 25 Main St.,
South Freeport, Maine 04078. Tel: (207) 865-6112.

Bagley House B&B — Peace, tranquility, and history abound
in this magnificent 1772 country home. Five bedrooms feature
hand-made quilts, antiques, and shared or private baths. The
kitchen’s huge fireplace and beehive oven inspire mouth
watering breakfasts each morning. Six acres of fields and
woods invite nature lovers, hikers, berry-pickers, and cross
country skiers. Enjoy croquet outside, backgammon in the
library, or relaxing beside a crackling fire in the living room.
Just minutes from downtown Freeport and Bowdoin and
Bates Colleges, the Bagley House offers you a warm welcome
and a peaceful retreat. Smoking not permitted.

Sigurd A. Knudsen, Jr., Innkeeper, RR 3, Box 269C, Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-6566.
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Captain Josiah Mitchell House — In-town Freeport, fiveminute walk to L.L. Bean on tree-shaded sidewalks, past
beautiful old sea captain’s homes. From the moment you
arrive, you’ll know you’ve discovered a very special place.
Furnished with antiques, four-posters, canopies; walls filled
with oil paintings. Floors covered with large collection of
oriental rugs. Breakfast in the formal dining room with its
magnificent chandelier. Private or half-baths. No smoking.

Alan & Loretta Bradley, Captain Josiah Mitchell House,
188 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-3289.

Country at Heart B&B — Our cozy 1870 home is located off
Main Street, but only two blocks from L.L. Bean. Park your car
and walk to the restaurants and many outlet stores. Stay in
one o f three country decorated rooms, the Shaker room, Quilt
room, or the Teddy Bear room, all with double beds. Our rooms
have hand stenciled borders, handmade crafts and either
antique or reproduction furnishings. We have shared or
private bath. There is also a gift shop for quests.

Country at Heart Bed & Breakfast, Innkeepers Roger & Kim Dubay, 37 Bow St., Freeport, Maine 04032.
(207) 865-0512.

Harborside B&B — located in the village of South Freeport,
is an 1830’s Greek Revival house situated on the street which
leads to the harbor. Long gone is the Soule Shipyard where
once ships were launched that sailed to the West Indies and
beyond. In its place, two bustling marinas, a “lobster in the
rough” restaurant and the harbor itself to which local fishermen
still bring their daily catch — lobster, clams, fish and mussels.
Harborside offers you quiet and comfortable accommodations:
three bedrooms, all with private baths. Two rooms with queen
size beds, one with twins. A full breakfast is included. No
smoking or pets allowed, please.

Harborside B&B, 14 Main Street, South Freeport, Maine 04078. (207) 865-3281.

Harraseeket Inn — A luxury country inn two blocks north
of L.L. Bean. Private baths (jacuzzi, steam or regular) cable
TV, AC, 20 fireplaces, antiques, fine dining in dining rooms,
casual in Broad Arrow Tavern, entertainment, tea and full
breakfast included in rate. Steps to nearly 100 factory outlets
- Ralph Lauren, Anne Kline, Laura Ashley, etc. 3 miles from
harbor. Boating, fishing, golf nearby as are W olfs Neck Park
and Audubon Sanctuary, Bowdoin College, and exciting Old
Port in Portland. Reservations suggested. Major credit cards.

Paul & Nancy Gray, Innkeepers, 162 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-9377.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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Isaac Randall House — A charming country inn built in
1823, offering the cozy elegance of antique furniture, oriental
rugs and hand sewn quilts. Walk to L.L. Bean and Freeport’s
many fine shops. You’ll enjoy a hearty breakfast in our openbeamed country kitchen; share good conversation and re
freshments with other guests in the pleasant common room.
Pond, woods, picnic areas. Eight comfortable guest rooms, six
with private baths. Air-conditioned. Open year-round.

The Isaac Randall House, Independence Drive,
Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-9295.
Jim and Glyn Friedlander.

Porter’s Landing Bed & Breakfast — A elegant country inn located in a charming historic district. Listed
in the National Register o f Historic Places. Quiet, peaceful, country setting, less than 1 mile from L.L. Bean.
Short walk to the water. Private accommodations in spacious post and beam carriage house. Relax in grand
sitting room with a working Count Rumford fireplace. Enjoy superb views of Porter’s Landing from open, airy
loft. Three comfortable guest rooms, each with private bath. Hearty, nutritious New England style breakfast.
Smoking not permitted. Children over 10 welcome. Open year round.

Peter and Barbara Guffin, Innkeepers, Porter’s Landing Bed & Breakfast,
70 South Street, Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-4488.

Village Inn — Relax and enjoy your vacation with us while visiting Freeport. We have eight motel-style units
with private baths, color TV’s, air conditioning, and electric heat. We also serve a hearty breakfast to start
your day. You will find yourself in a very relaxed atmosphere where you can stroll about as you like. If you’d
like to sit around and enjoy some friendly chit-chat, or perhaps you would like some information on the area,
just come into our dining area. We are located within walking distance of all the local shops, L.L. Bean,
McDonald’s, fine restaurants, post office, laundramat, and places o f worship. “Park and walk.”

The Village Inn, Lewis & Jacqueline Corliss, 186 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-3236.

White Cedar Inn — Is a comfortable and relaxing bed and
breakfast located just a short walk from Freeport’s famous
shopping. This 1890 country Victorian home offers 6 spacious
bedrooms, 4 with private bath, and is decorated with antiques
and quality reproductions. Our mornings feature a full break
fast served in our cheerful sunroom. No smoking or pets
allowed. Well behaved children over 10 welcome. Mastercard
and Visa accepted.

Innkeepers: Carla and Phil Kerber, White Cedar Inn,
178 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032. (207) 865-9099.
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GORHAM
Country Squire B&B — Our 1779 Cape Cod home is twenty
minutes from Portland International Jetport, Museums,
Seashore and Lakes. We try to offer you a home-like atmosphere
away from home. A full breakfast is served in our country
kitchen, dining room or outdoor patio deck (in season). Check
in after 2:00 pm (earlier by arrangement). Check out 11:00
am. Reservations recommended. No credit Cards.

Rates: $40.00 single; $50.00 double. $10.00 each extra.
Rates do not include 7% Maine room tax. No Pets.

Country Squire Bed & Breakfast, Ed and Jane Carr,
105 Mighty Street (O ff Route 114N),
Gorham, Maine 04038. (207) 839-4855.

KENNEBUNK
Alewife House — Step back in time as you are welcomed to
our 1756 farm house, located between area lakes and ocean on
Route 35, Alewive Road. Six acres of rolling hills, gardens and
an antique shop await you only four miles north of Exit 3 of the
Maine Turnpike. Awaken to the aroma of hot muffins with
fresh fruit and perked coffee which are served on our sun
porch each morning. Alewife House is decorated with antiques
and each of our chambers accommodates two adults.
Guaranteed reservation with MasterCard or Visa. Smokefree environment. No pets.

The Alewife House, 1917 Alewive Road, Kennebunk, Maine 04043. (207) 985-2118.

Arundel Meadows Inn — Open year-round, this 165-yearold farm house has been converted into an intimate Bed and
Breakfast Inn - seven rooms, all with private baths, air
conditioning, some with fireplaces. Rooms are individually
decorated with art objects and paintings from the owner’s
collection. Rates include gourmet breakfast prepared by the
professional owner-chef, trained by nationally known teacher
and author, Madeleine Kamman. Tea served from 4 to 6 pm.
Located minutes from Kennebunkport, beaches, stores,
restaurants, art galleries, antique shops.

Arundel Meadows Inn, Route 1, Arundel, Maine. Write P.O. Box 1129,
Kennebunk, Maine 04043.
(207) 985-3770.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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KENNEBUNK BEACH
Sundial Inn — Unusual oceanfront Victorian on Kennebunk
Beach. Totally renovated to include private baths (2 with
whirlpools), phones, TVs, elevator, sprinkler system and air
conditioning. Sundial’s 34 rooms retain their genteel, turn-ofthe-century elegance with designer-selected period antiques,
soft pastels and striking fabrics. Open year-round. Off-season
rates. Recent winner AAA “three diamonds.” Full fare conti
nental breakfast. Restaurant packages available. Children
over 13 welcome. No pets. Major credit cards accepted.

Sundial Inn, P.O. Box 1147, 48 Beach Street, Kennebunk Beach, Maine 04043. (207) 967-3850.

KENNEBUNKPORT

Breakwater Inn & Restaurant — An historic Inn at the water’s edge. Two separate 19th century guest
houses offer our guests a choice of accommodations and fine dining, all with ocean or harbor views. All rooms
have private baths with antique and country furnishings. The Inn is just a short walk from beautiful beaches,
shopping in “Dock Square” and area attractions including the “Summer Whitehouse”. Open Mid-January
thru Mid-December. Complimentary breakfast for House Guests. Attentive service and relaxing
accommodations where the ocean and river meet.

Breakwater Inn, Ocean Avenue, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-3118.

Bufflehead Cove — Is nestled on a bend of the tide’s upper
reach above the village of Kennebunkport. Enjoy peace and
privacy in our five acres of woods and orchard. We offer
antiques, sunny cozy rooms, flowers, warm colors, soft
comforters, deep window seats for fireside reading or day
dreaming, private baths, a delightful full breakfast outside by
the water or in our oak panelled dining room and we offer a
very warm welcome.

Write: Bufflehead Cove, Harriet Gott, Box 499,
Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. Call (207) 967-3879.
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Captain Lord Mansion — An intimate Maine Coast inn. 16
luxurious rooms, each with private bath, 2 with whirlpool
tubs and cable TV, 11 with working fireplaces. Furnished with
antiques, queen-size four-poster beds, posturepedic
mattresses. 4 diamond AAA rating. Freshly baked breakfast
served family style in our country kitchen. Open year-round.
Bev’s gift shop features quality craft articles, various “Mansion”
souvenirs, and small American antique items.

Bev Davis and Rick Litchfield, Innkeepers, P.O. Box 800,
Kennehunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-3141.

Dock Square Inn — A gracious Victorian Inn formerly a
shipbuilder’s home, located in the heart of the historical
Kennebunkport village. Warm congenial atmosphere. Just
minutes walk to shops, restaurants and all attractions. Rooms
furnished with family antiques, canopied and four-poster
beds, private baths and color / cable TV. A full hearty breakfast
served family-style. “Your home away from home...”

The Dock Square Inn, Frank & Bernice Shoby,
P.O. Box 1123, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
(207) 967-5773

Eighteen-O-Two House B&B Inn — Costal, well-established, romantic and informal 6-room Bed and
Breakfast Inn. Our guest rooms are colonial in decor with private baths. Some have working fireplaces. Cozy
common room with fireside where hot mulled cider is served in the fall and winter months. Spring and
summer... outdoor umbrella tables and grilles. Full breakfast is served each morning which is included in the
rate. Easy access from Boston and Portland, Maine airports. The inn is located next to Cape Arundel Golf
Course. Walking distance to shops, activities such as whale watching, cruises, deep sea fishing. Beaches short
drive. Special Kennebunkport events are “Octoberfest” and December “Christmas Prelude.” Open all year.

1802 House B & B Inn, P.O. Box 646A, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-5632.

Farm House — A comfortable, quiet Bed & Breakfast in an
elegantly furnished Greek Revival farmhouse. Your visit will
be one of friendly attention, simple elegance, and since there
are only two guest rooms, tranquil privacy. Relax and enjoy
the birds and flowers from our landscaped patio and grounds.
Only five minutes’ walk from Dock Square and its myriad of
interests. Open April to December. Winter by reservation
only.

Rates: $55 to $65 including Continental Breakfast. Lower
rates off-season.
The Farm House, RR 1, Box 656, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
Bart Panzenhagen, Fred Perullo. (207) 967-4169.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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Green Heron Inn — “Comfortable, Cozy, & Clean.” A bed and breakfast located near the mouth of the
Kennebunk River - close to a small beach - less than a mile from Dock Square. Ten guest rooms and a guest
cottage simply furnished - all with private bath, air conditioned, cable television. A hearty breakfast included
in room rate. Open mid April - mid December.

Rates: $54 - $90 double occupancy. Discounts for stays over 7 days. Additional persons $15,
under 12 years - $10.
The Green Heron Inn, Ocean Avenue, P.O. Box 2578, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. Tel: (207) 967-3315.

Harbor Inn — Luxury Victorian on scenic Ocean Avenue
within easy walking distance of fine restaurants, shops and
beach. Comfortably and elegantly furnished with antiques,
canopy and poster beds. Eight guest rooms-two suites. Private
baths. Also, “Woodbine Cottage,” charming efficiency guest
cottage with all amenities of inn. Antique shop in Inn featuring
art glass, quilts. Paved off-street lighted parking. Open May
to November. “Harbor Inn, more than just a night’s lodging,
a delightful experience.”

Rates: Starting $85.00 in season, double occupancy,
includes our Texas buffet breakfast. Brochure upon
request.
Harbor Inn, Charlotte and Bill Massmann, P.O. Box 538A, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
(207) 967-2074.

Inn at Harbor Head — A refreshing escape, a romantic
getaway at the water’s edge on the rocky shore of Cape
Porpoise Harbor. Shady hammock for two, comfortable
lounging chairs, our dock to swim from when the tide is high.
Down comforters will warm you and paddle fans will cool you
in four delightfully intimate bedrooms with private baths.
Waken to the aroma o f freshly brewed coffee and the sounds
of windchimes and seagulls. Elegant breakfasts, sunshine,
starshine, raindrops, fog - experience them all. For dog-loving
non-smokers over 12.

Joan and Dave Sutter - Pier Road , Cape Porpoise, RR 2, Box 1180, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
(207) 967-5564.

Inn on South Street — Enjoy the comfortable elegance of

W**l lliiiHi
....

this distinctive 19th century home. Join the Downs family for
a sumptuous breakfast; good conversation and views of the
river and ocean. Three spacious guest rooms, each with
private bath, one with fireplace, are tastefully decorated with
period antiques. Guests enjoy afternoon refreshments served
in the living room, or weather permitting, in the garden. A
short walk to the ocean, shops and restaurants.

The Inn on South Street, P.O. Box 478A,
Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
(207) 967-5151/ 967-4639.
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Kennebunkport Inn — A classic country Inn located in the heart of Kennebunkport, with easy access to
shops, galleries, historic district, beaches, boating and golf. Originally built as a sea captain’s home, the Inn
maintains its charm with antique furnishings, two elegant Dining Rooms, and a Victorian Pub and Piano Bar.
Serving breakfast and dinner, May through October, the Inn is recognized in the area for its fine food. Rooms
are available year round, and special two-and three-night packages which include lodging, meals, taxes,
gratuities, and a boat cruise, have proven popular. A small outdoor pool overlooks the Kennebunk River. All
rooms have private bath, color TV, and radio; many have telephone and air-conditioning.

The Kennebunkport Inn, P.O. Box 111, Dock Square, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-2621.

Kylemere House, 1818 — Charming Federal Seaport Inn
built in 1818 by Daniel Walker, one of the original families in
the “Port,” nestled among maple trees in a quiet street. Enjoy
warm and inviting rooms, traditional hospitality and oldfashioned relaxation. Your hosts, May and Bill, serve a delicious
“Downeast “ breakfast in our formal dining room overlooking
the gardens. Afternoons might find guests sipping English
tea, drinking lemonade, or enjoying a glass of wine. The Inn
is minutes walk to the ocean, shops and restaurants.

Rates: $60-$90.
Kylemere House, 1818 South Street, P.O. Box 1333, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
Bill and Mary Kyle, (207) 967-2780.

Lake Brook Guest House— Turn-of-the-century farmhouse
with wrap-around porch and comfortable rockers, overlooking
extensive flower gardens, tidal brook and marsh. Ideal bird
watching location. A short walk away from shops, restaurants
and galleries. Beaches are within a mile and one half of Lake
Brook. Private and semi-private baths available. A full gourmet
breakfast is served.

Rates: $65.00-$80.00 — Open year-round.
Carolyn McAdams, Lake Brook Guest House,
RR 3, Box 218, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
(207) 967-4069.

Maine Stay Inn & Cottages — Elegant 1860 Bed and
Breakfast inn and delightful cottages located in the quiet
surroundings of Kennebunkport’s National Register of Historic
Homes. Children welcome. Complimentary afternoon tea and
desserts served to all guests. Easy walking distance to
restaurants, galleries, shops and harbor. One mile to beach,
tennis, and golf course. Open Year-round. AAA rated three
diamonds. Mobil Guide rated ***.

Maine Stay Inn & Cottages,
Lindsay & Carol Copeland, Innkeepers, Box 500A-MB,
Maine Street, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046.
(207) 967-2117.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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Old Fort Inn — Discover the hospitality of a luxurious New
England Inn that combines all of yesterday’s charm with
today’s conveniences. From the daily complimentary buffet
breakfast to the comfort and privacy of our antique appointed
rooms, we’ll do everything necessary to make your stay
memorable. We offer a large fresh water pool, private tennis
court, color television, and a charming antique shop - all in a
secluded setting. The Old Fort Inn is minutes from
Kennebunkport’s fine old sea captain homes, shops, art
galleries and beaches.

Rates: $90-$ 195 double occupancy, breakfast included.
Old Fort Inn, Old Fort Avenue, P.O. Box M, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-5353.

Tides Inn By-The-Sea — Come loaf to your heart’s content
at our cozy and casual country inn. Overlooking a beautiful
expanse of ocean, there’s swimming and sunning, or stroll on
the fine silvery white sands and let the fresh air whisk your
cares away. Fishing, golf, tennis, museums, art galleries,
shopping and more are nearby. Exceptionally clean, homey
New England lodging, terrific Maine cooking, a cozy pub and
our relaxed atmosphere - bordering on inefficiency, we admit
— are just what you need to unwind. Come visit us — we’ll
make you feel at home.

The Tides Inn By-The-Sea, RR2, Goose Rocks Beach, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-3757.

White Barn Inn — An extraordinary country inn and
restaurant featuring personalized service in historic
surroundings. Twenty-four individually appointed guestrooms.
Suites with whirlpool baths and fireplaces. Dining in a
beautifully restored barn. Open year round and serving nightly.
Small meetings. Getaway packages. AAA Four Diamond.

REIAIS&
CHATEAUX

White Barn Inn, Laurie Bongiorno & Carole Hackett,
Innkeepers., RR #3, Box 387, Beach Street,
Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. (207) 967-2321.

KITTERY
Deep Water Landing B&B — Easily accessible by land or sea, is a turn of the century Victorian home
situated on the Piscataqua River, combining the gracious atmosphere of both rural and seacoast living. Fruit
trees, flower beds and lawns offer relaxing vistas with a back drop of the fast flowing currents of the
Piscataqua. Accommodations are comfortable airy rooms in tasteful decor with semi private bath. Full
breakfast is served in large family room in front of huge expanse of glass, overlooking the Piscataqua River.
Relax, read, sun, fish, shop, whatever your fancy. We are five minutes from Market Square, downtown
Portsmouth, Main Outlet Malls, luxurious dining and many other attractions.

Deep Water Landing, George & Florence Bloomberg, 92 Whipple Road, Kittery, Maine 03904.
(207) 439-0824.
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Enchanted Nights B&B — 29 Wentworth Street, Kittery, Maine 03904. (207) 439-1489.

Melfair Farm B&B — Welcome to Melfair Farm Bed & Breakfast! Enjoy the quiet, country charm of our
1871 colonial farm. Spacious and comfortable, the house offers a guest living room with TV, and a full
breakfast. A five minute ride brings you to 25 or more factory outlet stores offering bargains in china, crystal,
leather, and much more. Just minutes from beaches, theater, golf, and historic Portsmouth, N.H. where
gourmet restaurants abound. Driving either north or south, follow U.S. Route 1 to the Kittery Trading Post.
Turn onto Route 101 (Wilson Road). From here it is only 350 yards on the left to Melfair Farm.

For reservations call or write: Melfair Farm, 365 Wilson Road, Kittery, Maine 03904. (207) 439-0320.

KITTERY POINT
Harbour Watch B&B — Quiet Colonial on Piscataqua
River’s Harbor. Minutes from best shops, beaches, restaurants,
theaters, cruises, fishing, golf. In same family since 1797. Just
off Route 103 on Follett Lane, next to Old Burial Yard across
from First Congregational Church. A day’s drive from Quebec’s
principal cities, we’re equidistant (fifty miles) from Portland,
Maine and Boston. Moderate rates. Complimentary
continental breakfast. May through October.

Harbour Watch, RFD 1, Box 42, Follett Lane,
Kittery Point, Maine 03905. (207) 439-3242.

Whaleback Inn B&B — Typical of the 19th-century homes
o f New England merchants and sea captains, the Whaleback
Inn boasts a dignified Greek Revival facade. 3 quaint rooms
decorated with comfortable furnishings are available. Delicious
continental breakfast consisting of coffee, juice, fresh fruit,
homemade muffins, hot or cold cereals is served to overnight
guest. The Kittery area offers many diversions for travelers,
including historical sites, many beaches, and fine shopping.
Summer theatre and a variety of free summer events offered
nearby. Located on Route 103. Request our brochure today!
WHALEBACK

INN

Whaleback Inn, Box 162, Kittery Point, Maine 03905.
(207) 439-9570.

NEWFIELD
Elm Street Bed & Breakfast — P.O. Box 129, Newfield, Maine 04056. (207) 793-4114.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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OGUNQUIT
Beauport Inn & Antiques — 96 Shore Road, P .0. Box 1793, Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-8680

Blue Shutters — Share the peacefullness....and ocean view
o f our special kind o f guesthouse and efficiencies. Conveniently
located off Shore Road, we’re a short amble to everything
including exquisite little beaches, and marginal Way*. All
rooms have private full baths, and continental breakfast
served on our sun-porch or deck. Efficiencies include
kitchenette, king-size bed, cable TV and private full bath. 3
with beautiful view o f Ogunquit Beach. April-October.

Blue Shutters, Angela & James Marino, 6 Beachmere Place, P.O. Box 655, Ogunquit, Maine 03907.
In-State: (207) 646-2163; US & Canada Toll Free: 1-800-633-9550.

Colonial Inn — Located in the heart of Ogunquit on Shore
Road. 80 units offering a variety of accommodations - deluxe
two-room efficiencies and studio apartments, in addition to
rooms in the inn (all with private bath) and units in the Guest
House. Minutes walk from beach, Marginal Way and Perkins
Cove. All units are equipped with color cable TV, direct dial
phones and heat and A/C. Jacuzzi, shuffleboard, spacious
grounds with tables and BBQ grills, laundromat, library,
game room and restaurant serving full breakfast. AX, VISA,
MC accepted. Group rates and packages available on request.
Rates: $45-$110.
Colonial Inn, 71 Shore Road, Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-5191.

Inn at Tall Chimneys — 37 South Main St., P.O. Box 2286, Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-8974.

Leisure Inn — Enjoy quiet hours of relaxation on our wrap
around porch, in our spacious living room next to the hearth
or in the privacy o f your individually decorated room. Our
guestrooms have been uniquely decorated and boast the
charm of old New England. We also offer cottages and
apartments, some with A/C, cable TV. Continental breakfast
served with guestroom accommodations. Conveniently located
in the Village. It is a short walk to beach, shops, restaurants
and Marginal Way. Rediscover the old-time feeling of coastal
village life in New England.

Leisure Inn, School Street, P.O. Box 2113, Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-2737.
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Old Village Inn & Guest House — Our 1833 Inn offers fine
accommodations and food to repeat customers. Dining rooms
decorated with antiques and art. Glass greenhouse. Polished
walls and fireplace in the “Keeping Room.” Dinner, breakfast
daily. Accommodations from two-room suites to double. Private
bath, air-conditioning, TV, Children, pets welcome with prior
arrangements. Centrally located within walking distance to
shops, beaches. On Ogunquit’s famous trolley line. Open year
round.

Rates: Suites $55.00 - $80.00 — Doubles $45.00 - $60.00.
The Old Village Inn and Guest House, Ben Lawlor,
Innkeeper, 30 Main St., Box 2007, Ogunquit, Maine 03907.
(207) 646-7088.

Rose Cottage — As part of the Dunelawn estate, the Rose
Cottage has long provided gracious accommodations for
performers in plays at the Ogunquit Playhouse. Now restored,
and relocated in central Ogunquit, the Rose Cottage is a small
inn offering a unique Bed and Breakfast experience with
warm, comfortable rooms, private or shared baths, not to
mention the pleasure of awakening to the smells and tastes of
a fresh homemade breakfast. The Rose Cottage is located
within easy walking distance of the village shops, restaurants,
Marginal Way, Perkins Cove, and the Beach. We may be able
to accommodate small children and pets, please inquire.

Rose Cottage, Larry and Marcia Smith-Innkeepers, 7 Bourne Lane, P.O. Box 2092,
Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-2261.

Seafair Inn — 1890 Victorian Inn decorated in period
antiques. Eighteen rooms, including efficiencies, most with
private baths, air-conditioning and color cable television.
Continental breakfast is served on the glass enclosed screened
porch. Ideally located on Ogunquit’s famous trolley line, a
block from the ocean, the marginal Way and the center of
town, and near Perkin’s Cove and the Ogunquit Playhouse.
Daily and weekly rates available. Mastercard and Visa
accepted. Open April 1st through November 15th.

Seafair Inn, 14 Shore Road, Box 1221G, Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-2181.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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Yardarm Village Inn — With old New England atmosphere.
Adjacent to Perkins Cove in Ogunquit. Rooms for 2 from under
$50.00, also Suites for 4 from $80.00. Cable TV, refrigerators
& air conditioners. Yardarm Village Inn’s Wine and Cheese
Shop offers Domestic and International Wines of distinction
with cheeses and crackers to pique the most discriminating
tastes. Breakfast coffee and famous homemade blueberry
muffins a must. Yardarm Village Inn offers comfortable
accommodations in a quiet part of Ogunquit, yet a short walk
from the Marginal Way, Perkins Cove and Town Beaches.

Yardarm Village Inn, 142 Shore Road, P.O. Box 773,
Ogunquit, Maine 03907. (207) 646-7006.

PORTLAND
Inn on Carleton— Graciously restored Victorian townhouse
located in Portland’s historic West End, offering warm,
hospitable accommodations. Short walk to downtown Portland,
Maine Medical Center, Portland Museum of Art and Portland’s
Performing Arts Center. Close at hand are Old Port shops,
restaurants and Casco Bay’s Calendar Islands. Large period
guestrooms appointed to reflect a past era. Breakfast is a
lively event where travelers meet around the table or in the
parlor. Join us!

Rates: June - October: $60 - $80. Off-season: $50 - $70.
Double room rate
Inn on Carleton, 46 Carleton Street, Portland, Maine 04102. (207) 775-1910.

Pomegranate Inn — A small sophisticated hotel a step up
from downtown Portland. The Inn is situated in the peaceful
elegant serenity o f P ortland’s W estern Prom enade
neighborhood. All six bedrooms have private bath, telephone
and television. This is an Inn where a sense of peace and
privilege prevail. Also available — Carriage House Apartment
- weekend, weekly and monthly rates.

Rates: Brochure and rates on request. Open year round.
Pomegranate Inn, 49 Neal Street, Portland, Maine 04102.
(207) 772-1006; Out-of-State 1-800-356-0408.
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SCARBOROUGH
Higgins Beach Inn — Only 400 feet from a beautiful sandy, ocean beach. Get away from it all and enjoy
swimming, sun-bathing, fishing, relaxing, but still be convenient to Portland and the Maine Mall. A homey,
family inn with lovely, airy guest rooms, a cocktail lounge, TV room, and sunporch. Open Memorial Day to
Columbus Day. Dining room open July and August featuring fine home-cooked meals prepared with Gram’s
secret “recipes.” Continental breakfast available after Labor Day.

Rates: $55-$70 daily, E.P. Private baths and shared baths. Weekly, M.A.P., or off-season rates available.
Reservations advised. Free brochure.
Higgins Beach Inn, 34 Ocean Ave, Scarborough, Maine 04074. (207) 883-6684.

WELLS
Bayview Inn B&B — Located in Wells, Maine, an 1890 barn
restored to a cozy bed and breakfast with clean, cozy,
comfortable rooms with shared baths. Private decks overlook
the Atlantic Ocean and seals at low tide; observe the Rachel
Carson Bird Preserve from the rear deck. Located next door is
a lobster pound. Come enjoy in a relaxed atmosphere. We
accept major credit cards. Open Memorial Day Weekend to
labor Day Weekend.

Rates: $49 and up.
Bayview Inn B & B , 2131 Webhannett Drive, Wells Beach, Maine 04090. (207) 646-9260.

Purple Sandpiper — Located on Route 1, near Mile Road,
minutes from the beach. Rooms are comfortably furnished
with double and single beds, private baths, cable TV, and
refrigerator. The lawns, decks, and pool area include patio
furniture and barbeque grill. Continental breakfast includes
fresh baked muffins and coffee cakes, juice, fresh fruit, and
coffee. Our breakfast room is equipped with a cozy wood stove
for cool mornings. Reduced rates May, June, September,
October. Brochure and rates upon request.

Purple Sandpiper Guest House Bed & Breakfast, RR 3, Box 226B, Wells, Maine 04090. (207) 646-7990.

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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Wells-Ogunquit Resort Motel B&B — A delightfully different bed and breakfast motel. Free breakfast is
available “Buffet Style” in the office area and may be enjoyed in our outside eating area or privately in your
motel room. All rooms are comfortably furnished with 1 or 2 double beds, private bath, refrigerator, cable color
TV, air-conditioning; also, microwave ovens and gas barbecue grills are available. We want to b e your “home”
away from home! Located two miles north o f Ogunquit Center...ride the trolley or “Walk to Beautiful Moody
Beach.” Sorry closed winters.

Wells-Ogunquit Resort Motel B&B, Route 1, P.O. 39, Moody, Maine 04054, (207) 646-8588.

YARMOUTH
Homewood Inn on Casco Bay — O ff Route 88.
The Webster Family welcomes guests to their 16
acre waterfront complex. The oldest building,
Maine House, dates from 1742. Rooms, suites,
cottages with fireplaces, antiques. All with private
baths. Housekeeping units. E.P. Cable TV, phones.
Pool, ocean bathing, tennis, nature trails, bike
rentals. Golf, boating nearby. Guest moorings.
Delicious country breakfasts daily. Wednesday
night lobster bakes. Gift, antique shops. Major
credit cards. 10 min. from L.L. Bean and Freeport
outlet shops; 20 min. from Portland museums,
boat trips, Old Port area.

Homewood Inn on Casco Bay, P.O. Box 196, Yarmouth, Maine 04096. (207) 846-3351.

YORK
A Summer Place — Charming room in 1800 house. Secluded country setting with beautiful grounds and
river view. Private bath plus shower. Only 10 minutes to miles o f sandy beaches. Many excellent restaurants
nearby. Visit historic York Village’s Colonial attractions. Also, many discount outlets and malls within 5
miles. Serving Continental breakfast with homemade muffins featuring our own fruits. 2.7 miles west of
Route 1 on Route 91.

A Summer Place, 241 Route 91, York, Maine 03909. (207) 363-5233.
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Hannah’s Loft — ... .tucked away from summer traffic, out two

HANNAHS
1T
BecUvJU
rea cfasL

rooms are just 10 minutes from four public beaches, shopping,
restaurants, historical attractions, downtowns of Portsmouth
& Ogunquit...country-breakfast includes fresh fruits, home
made breads, a variety of hearty-healthy main dishes, served at
your convenience...refrigerator/freezer directly accessible to
guests...very easy on and off 1-95...non-smoking...families
welcome... 5% of your stay donated to Maine Children’s Cancer
Program...
.. in a woodland setting minutes to the sea.

PRIVATE BATH - PRIVATE ENTRANCE - FULL COUNTRY BREAKFAST
APRIL THROUGH OCTOBER
Hannah's Loft, Hannah & Dan Rothermel, 162 Chases Pond Road, York, Maine 03909. (207) 363-7244

Hutchins House— Waterfront accommodations on the York
River with beautiful views. Large rooms in a formal home 1/
2 mile to town but away from traffic. Surrounded by historical
landmarks and museums. Walk to Harbor Beach and along
the ocean. Own dock with canoe rental. Sunset River cruises
available. Outstanding cuisine, includes full breakfast. Res
taurants and bargain shopping nearby.

Hutchins House, 173 Organug Road, York, Maine 03909.
(207) 363-3058.

Scotland Bridge Inn — Escape - Escape - Escape - to the
beautiful Coast o f Maine and spend hours of pleasure at the
Scotland Bridge Inn - where we provide an elegant country
setting with tasty, tempting breakfasts and mid-afternoon
teas. If you wish activity, the Scotland Bridge Inn is minutes
from beautiful Portsmouth, N.H., the York Village Historical
Museum, the Ogunquit Playhouse and miles of oceanfront
and sandy beaches. For unparalleled shopping, The Scotland
Bridge Inn is less than three miles to the Kittery Discount
Malls and a short distance to the charming villages of Ogunquit
and Kennebunkport. Accommodations are available for up to
ten people.

Scotland Bridge Inn, One Scotland Bridge Road, York, Maine 03909.

(207) 363-4432.

YORK BEACH
Bennetts — 3 Broadway, P.O. Box 1046, York Beach, Maine 03910. (207) 363-5302

Kindly mention this publication when calling or writing advertisers.
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Candleshop Inn — Consider a visit to “Grandma’s House”...an ocean-view Victorian just a short stroll from
the beaches, shops, and amusement park. Awaken to the aroma o f our own freshly-baked muffins and coffee.
You’ll share the baths, but also the fun, where you’re a stranger only once. Come join our ever-expanding
family. Open May through October. Group specials.

The Candleshop Inn, 44 Freeman Street, Box 1216, York Beach, Maine 03910. (207) 363-4087.

Homestead Inn B&B — Our Homestead Inn is an oldfashioned boarding house, built in 1905. Four large guest
rooms offer clean comfort and quietude, with spectacular
panoramic ocean views. Be lulled to sleep by rhythms of
rolling surf; awakened by nature’s sunrise and seagull’s
callings. Continental breakfast is served in barn-board dining
room or sun deck, overlooking ocean. A short walk away is the
beach, Nubble Lighthouse, galleries, shoppes, restaurants
(lobsters!!). If your liking is seashore serenity with that touch
o f warm, family hospitality, let us welcome you in our home.
Open year-round; shared bath; no pets or young children. No
credit cards; smoking restricted.

Your Hosts: Dan & Danielle Duffy, Write I Call: Homestead Inn, P.O. Box 15M, Short Sands Beach,
York Beach, Maine 03910. Tel: (207) 363-8952.

YORK HARBOR
Bell Buoy — At the Bell Buoy & Breakfast, there are no
strangers - only friends who have never met. We are located
minutes from US 95 & Rte. 1, minutes from Kittery outlet
malls & a short walk to the beach. Enjoy our afternoon “tea”
served either on the porch or the livingroom where cable TV
is available for your enjoyment. You will be served a full
breakfast with home made breads or muffins in the dining
room or on the porch if desired. We are open year round, so
come visit us any season.

Bell Buoy, Wes & Kathie Cook, 570 York Street, Rte. 1-A,
York Harbor, Maine 03911. (207)363-7264.

Canterbury House — Located 2 miles from Interstate 95 is 100 yr. Victorian house, walking distance to
York Harbor Beach, eating establishments and the Historical York Village. Four o’clock tea and breakfast
served on the front porch. Open all year.
Rates: $55 for Continental Breakfast; $69 for Full Breakfast.
The Canterbury House, P.O. Box 881, 432 York St., York Harbor, Maine 03911. (207) 363-3505.
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Dockside Guest Quarters — Located on a private penin
sula in York Harbor with a panoramic view of ocean and
harbor activities. Attractive spacious grounds. Marina on
site; rental boats available. Guest Quarters — AAA 3 dia
monds rated. Open weekends in May, full time May 25 - Oct
27. Weekly rates available. 2 shared bath, 6 apartment/suites,
14 double rooms - most with private decks. Dining Room —
Overlooking York Harbor, featuring fresh seafood. Public
welcome. Luncheon, dinner, cocktail lounge. Space available
for private parties.

Rates: Write for brochure and rate card.
Dockside Guest Quarters & Dining Room, P.O. Box 205, York, Maine 03909.
(207) 363-2868. Dining Room reservations: (207) 363-4800

Edwards Harborside Inn — On the waterfront where
harbor and ocean meet. This turn of the century Bed and
Breakfast Inn offers a unique location directly on both the
ocean and harbor. Here you’ll find a quiet, relaxing atmos
phere between the sandy beach and active harbor. Open yearround; off-season rates are in effect mid-October through midJune (with the exception of holiday weekends).

For Brochure, please write or call:
Edwards Harborside Inn, Stage Neck Road, P.O. Box 866,
York Harbor, Maine 03911. (207) 363-3037.

Inn at Harmon Park — Located two miles from Interstate
95, is a lovely 14-room Victorian home within walking dis
tance to York Harbor Beach and historic York Village. Fresh
flowers, wicker furniture, ceiling fans, fireplaces and a warm
and friendly atmosphere await you. A full breakfast is served
on the sunporch.

Rates: $65 for private bath, $50 shared. Open year round Off season rates available.
The Antal Family, Route 1A, York Harbor, Maine 03911.
(207) 363-2031.
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WESTERN LAKES
AND MOUNTAINS
From the fertile, rolling countryside of the southern
Sebago-Long Lake Region to northern Franklin County,
this lake and stream studded part of the state is a fourseason paradise. Fishing, hunting, hiking, canoeing,
camping, and skiing are but a few of the many attractions
which bring visitors back to this region. The twin cities of
Lewiston and Auburn form the State's second-largest
commercial, population, and travel center, while in the
more rural, outlying areas are fertile orchards and farms,
and small industries concerned with woodworking and
paper products.

ABBOTTS MILL
Abbotts Mill Farm — Abbotts Mill Farm is a turn-of-thecentury farmhouse, located ten miles west of Rumford, with
three cozy rooms and a shared bath. It is 16 miles to Sunday River
and 9 to Mt. Abram. Other nearby activities include fishing,
cross-country skiing on our fields, canoeing on the Androscoggin,
hiking in Grafton and Evans notches, antiquing, just rocking on
the screened-in porch or swimming in the pool. No children under
10. No smoking or pets please.
Rates: $40 per room ($20 for single person) includes full
breakfast.
David or Grace McKivergan, RFD 2, Box 3702, Bryant Pond, Maine 04219 (207) 364-2697.

BETHEL
Chapman Inn — Welcome to our circa 1865 home in the heart
of the village, overlooking the Bethel Common. Relax in sunny,
spacious, comfortable rooms and lounge in our living room or
recreation room. Enjoy our private saunas. Awaken to a whole
some breakfast featuring fresh fruit, fresh muffins and other
specialties. Walk to Bethel’s fine restaurants and shops, and
enjoy convenience to recreation areas and sightseeing. Efficiency
apartments and dorm rooms available.

Rates: From $60 double occupancy. Dorm rate: $25 per
person. Includes breakfast. Family & group rates. VISA,
AMEX, MC.
Robin and Doug Zinchuk I David & Lori, Innkeepers. The Chapman Inn, P.O. Box 206,
Bethel, Maine 04217. (207) 824-2657.
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Douglass Place — Barbara and Dana Douglass welcome
your to our comfortable Bed & (Continental) Breakfast home.
Four upstairs bedrooms with twin bed and 2 1/2 shared
bathrooms; crib and roll-a-ways available. Living room, den,
game room welcome all guests. Large screened gazebo for
warm summer relaxation. Skiers prefer our fireplace atmos
phere. White Mts., N.H., historic sites, two major skiways
nearby. Village one mile away for restaurants and shops.
Rates: $45 per double room occupancy, $35 single.
The Douglass Place, Route 2 Northeast, HCR Box 90, Bethel, Maine 04217. (207) 824-2229.

Sudbury Inn — Is located in the heart of the Western
Mountains. There are 14 distinctively decorated rooms in
cluding 3 suites and all with private bath. There are 2 pubs
and 4 different dining areas. A hearty breakfast is included
with all rooms. The food is excellent! Available for conferences
up to 75 people. “Where hospitality has been a tradition since
1873.”

The Sudbury Inn, Lower Main Street, Bethel, Maine 04217.
(207) 824-2174.

Sunday River Inn & Cross Country Ski Center —
Relaxed retreat center atmosphere favored by families arid
small groups. Lodging in private rooms and dorms, familystyle meals, game room, fireplace, cross-country ski trails
from the doorstep, downhill skiing one mile away. Open daily
through ski season and by reservation for groups throughout
the year.

Rates: $48 per person MAP d.o., Dorms $32 MAP.
Steve & Peggy Wight, Innkeepers, Sunday River Road,
RFD 2, Box 1688, Bethel, Maine 04217.
(207) 824-2410.

BRIDGTON
Noble House — Built by a senator at the turn o f the century, this stately manor is situated on 3 beautiful
acres within view o f scenic Highland Lake. Private lake frontage with hammock and canoe for guests. Large
tastefully furnished rooms, grand piano and library. Sumptuous full breakfast served by a glowing fire on
chilly mornings. Hiking, swimming, antiques, summer theatre, and romantic restaurants nearby. Skiing.
Family suites, whirlpool baths.

Innkeepers: Jane & Dick Starets, The Noble House, P.O. Box 180 Bridgton, Maine 04009.
(207) 647-3733.
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Tarry-A-While Resort Bed & Breakfast — On Highland
Lake. 30 acres to roam. Two large sandy beaches. Mountain
views and continental Swiss breakfast. (FREE: tennis, ca
noes, rowboats, pedal boats, bicycles, putting green, ping
pong, shuffle board, badminton, horseshoes and rocking.)
Offering sailing, windsurfing and water skiing. Public golf
course across the road. All rooms with private bath are air con
ditioned. Daily and weekly rates available. Centrally located
in Southern Maine to White Mountains and the ocean. Many
restaurants and antiquing in area. Swiss hospitality Downeast.
Open Memorial weekend to Labor Day.

Tarry-A-While Resort, Box A, Bridgton, Maine 04009. (207) 647-2522.
Hans and Barbara Jenni, Owners and Innkeepers.

CENTER LOVELL
Center Lovell Inn — Highly recommended by Architectural
Digest, Boston Globe, and Stephen Birnbaum. Our 1805
home, featured in Yankee Magazine (August 1974) is nestled
overlooking the White Mountains near Lake Kezar: ac
claimed as one of the world’s most beautiful. Porch or fireside
dining menu stars Northern Italian cuisine from family reci
pes. With adjacent Norton Annex (1830) most rooms offer
mountain views with private bath; one suite. Foliage, Fryeburg
Fair, antiques, canoe the Saco, golf, North Conway outlets.
May - October.

Call: (207) 925-1575 or write Center Lovell Inn, Bill & Susie Mosca,
Rt. 5, Box261B, Center Lovell, Maine 04016.

CORNISH
Cornish Inn — A charmingly restored old-fashioned New
England Village Inn nestled in the foothills of the White
Mountains in the Lakes Region of Southwestern Maine. The
14 hand-stenciled rooms, most with private baths, abound
with antiques and hand-crafted items. Sumptuous country
breakfasts await you and are included in the room rate.
Escape the maddening crowds yet enjoy nearby antiquing,
canoeing, fishing, swimming, hiking, skiing, biking, and
endless shopping. Crackling fires enhance your relaxing
winter’s visit.
Rates: $45-$75.
The Cornish Inn, Judie and Jim Lapak, Rt. 25, P.O. Box 266, Cornish, Maine 04020.
(207) 625-8501.
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DIXFIELD
Von Simm’s Victorian Inn Bed & Breakfast — Our
spacious Victorian Inn is tastefully decorated with period
pieces and reproductions. Six baths, seven guest rooms with
romantic queen size & twin size beds. A family style breakfast
served in our elegant formal dining room is cooked and served
by your hosts and hostesses. Area activities - Antiquing,
swimming, boating, fishing, hiking, hunting, foliage, snow
machine trails and skiing (30 minutes from Sunday River
Area). Open year round - No pets - Hostelry accommodations
available.

Rates: $45 & up.
Innkeepers - Bruce & Sylvia Simmons and Mac & Dorothy Vaughn,
Route 2, 11 Main Street, P.O. Box 645, Dixfield, Maine 04224. (207) 562-4911.

FARMINGTON
Blackberry Farm Bed & Breakfast — An 1878, green-shuttered, white clapboard farm house. Inside are
wood stoves, two cats, and bountiful breakfasts. Less than an hour to major ski areas. Local cross country
skiing. Use us as a “base camp” to hike or view the Western Mountains. Over half the 4000 foot peaks in Maine
are within 50 miles. Swimming pool. Full breakfast.

'V

Rates: $35 - $50 per nite.

Blackberry Farm Bed & Breakfast, Town Farm Road, RR#3, Box 7048, Farmington, Maine 04938. (207)
778-2035.

FRYEBURG
Admiral Peary House — Our home was once the residence
of Admiral Robert E. Peary, the famous Arctic explorer and
discoverer o f the North Pole. Each of our four spacious guests
rooms has a private bath, air conditioning and beautifully
appointed decor with many fine antiques. Our guests enjoy
tennis on our own clay court, billiards in the enormous guest
livingroom and relaxation in the outdoor spa. The spacious
grounds and perennial gardens provide a beautiful setting
year-round. Nearby activities include: canoeing, hiking, out
let shopping, cross-country and downhill skiing. Full Country
Breakfast and High Tea.

Rates: $87-$96 double occupancy. No smoking please.
Admiral Peary House, 9 Elm Street, Fryeburg, Maine 04037. (207) 935-3365
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Oxford House Inn — Charm, comfort and elegance centrally
located on Route 302 in the colonial town of Fryeburg with
access to lakes, mountains, ski areas, X-country skiing and
the beautiful Saco River. Five rooms - 3 with private baths,
2 share 1 bath. Public dining: Summer and Fall hours 6-9 pm
nightly. Winter and Spring hours, Wed-Sat evenings 6-9 pm.
Sunday brunch year round 11-2 pm, gourmet cuisine. Break
fast on an enclosed glass porch with mountain views. Fishing,
canoe rentals, and sandy beach within walking distance.
Eight minutes from North Conway’s endless shopping.
Fryeburg’s Private Academy nearby. Brochure, rates on
request.

Phyllis & John Morris, The Oxford House Inn, 105 Main Street, Fryeburg, Maine 04037. (207) 935-3442.

HARRISON
Tolman House Inn — Elegant 1870 Victorian estate with
formal gardens, located on 100 beautiful acres. The recently
restored carriage house offers nine lovely bedrooms furnished
with antiques, each room has a private bath. Rates include
full country breakfast served in our gracious dining room
overlooking the rose gardens. Restaurants, antique shops,
swimming, boating within walking distance. Downhill and
cross-country skiing, nearby. Shop the outlets in North Con
way, 30 minutes away or visit Portland (45 minutes). Bro
chure available. Reservations recommended. “Escape to the
quiet serenity of a small country inn.”

The Cottons & Soutters, Innkeepers, P.O. Box 551, Tolman Road, Harrison, Maine 04040.
(207) 583-4445.

NAPLES
Augustus Bove House — Your home away from home —
restored antique colonial located in center of Naples at the
famous causeway between Long Lake and Brandy Pond.
Rooms decorated with antiques, most view water. Private and
shared baths. A/C. Full breakfast, coffee/tea anytime, honey
moon tray. Walk to recreation, restaurant, and shops. Smok
ing and alcohol limited, pets with prior arrangements. Open
all year, reservations recommended.

Rates: $49-$75. Visa, MC, Amex. Off season rates, supper
arrangements upon request, free X-Ctry, 1/2 hour to slopes.
Four season enjoyment.
Hosts - Dave & Arlene Stetson, Jet. Rts. 302 & 114, Box 501, Naples, Maine 04055.
(207) 693-6365.
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Inn at Long Lake — Return to country comfort and turn of
the century charm. Come visit the Inn at Long Lake, nestled
amidst the pines and waterways of Maine’s Lakes Region. The
Inn has sixteen guestrooms, each with a private bath, and is
centrally located, a minute’s walk from the Naples Causeway,
between Long Lake and Brandy Pond.

The Inn at Long Lake,
Maine Hospitality at its Best!
P.O. Box 806, Naples, Maine 04055. (207) 693-6226.

Songo Bed & Breakfast House — Sebago Lake Region. 3/
4 hour from Portland, 3/4 hour from North Conway. Located
on the bend of the Songo River, at the historic Songo Locks.
Access to 45 miles of waterway. Warm, cozy atmosphere.
Family-style breakfast served daily. Open year round. Fourseason area. Hunting, fishing, boating, swimming, bicycling,
golf, foliage, skiing, X-country skiing, snowmobiling.
Rates: Reasonable rates. No pets.
Songo Bed & Breakfast House, RR#1, 120 Songo Locks Road, Naples, Maine 04055. (207) 693-3960.
Dick & Pat Cherella and John & Joan Finitsis, your hosts.

POLAND SPRING

Victorian House — The Victorian House is in the heart of central Maine’s vacationland. Our house is a
completely renovated Victorian style home dating back to the late 1800’s. You will find your room appointed
with rich oak antiques and the modern convenience of cable TV. You will enjoy a continental breakfast of fresh
fruit, muffins, juices, cereal and coffee. Non-smokers over 12 are welcome. We hope you will enjoy our 2 Welsh
Corgis and the occasional deer that visit our spring-fed pond.

The Victorian House, P.O. Box 709, Poland Spring, Maine 04274. (207) 998-2169.
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RANGELEY
Mallory’s B&B — Turn-of-the-century estate located on the
North Shore o f Rangeley lake in a very private setting. Four
newly decorated guest rooms share two full baths. Two com
mon rooms with wood stove and fireplace. In summer enjoy
our 600 feet o f waterfront, huge front porch, floating docks,
canoe and paddle boat. In winter, ski Saddleback Mountain,
x-country ski or snowmobile from door. Continental breakfast
featuring homemade breads and muffins. In residence: Jes
sica-12, Jay-11, Jaclyn-8. Children welcome. Some pets. Open
year round.

M allory’s B&B, P.O. Box 9, Hyatt Road, Rangeley, Maine 04970. (207) 864-212115316.
Your Host: Jay & Jane Mallory.

Rangeley Inn — 36 rooms in the original Inn, 5 with private
whirlpools and 15 newer units out back by the shore - all with
private bath and 2 with private whirlpools and fireplace
stoves. The Inn is a period, turn - of - the - century Inn located
in downtown Rangeley on lakeshore. Wood beam Pub hosts
musicians and parties. The dining room is classic with its
high, ornate ceiling, elegant chandeliers, and varnished maple
floor. Rooms range from romantic doubles to spacious quad
ruples - antiques, brass beds, and lots of restored oak abound.
Featured in “Country Inns & Back Roads.”

Rates: $59-$95.
Rangeley Inn, Ed & Fay Carpenter, Box 398, Main Street, Rangeley, Maine 04970. (207) 864-3341.

RUMFORD POINT
Last Resort — Located at Rumford Corner, is a brown
colonial cape with blue trim, nestled in the foothills of western
Maine. Country comfort and charm with a relaxed atmos
phere. Downhill and cross country skiing within minutes.
Two state parts, and golf courses in the area. Fishing, hunt
ing, hiking and boating by the back door. Children permitted.
Playpen and high chair available. Plenty of wide open spaces
for outside activity. A full breakfast is prepared by your
hostess. The specialty is good old fashioned home cooking.
Munchies and lunch material provided (extra). Designated
smoking and social drinking allowed.

Rates: $23.50 single; $42.00 double.
The Last Resort, Joan A. Tucker, Box 12, Rumford Point, Maine 04279. (207) 364-4986.
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SEBAGO LAKE
Aimhi Lodge — A beautiful secluded family resort about 2
hrs drive from Boston. Individual cottages nestled in the
pines, each directly on the shores of Little Sebago Lake. Motor
boats, canoes, rowboats, fishing, sailing, swimming, tennis,
horseshoes, shuffleboard, pool table & much more, or just
relaxing on your own lakeside porch. Open June — Septem
ber. 2 night minimum stay.

Susan Bennett, Aimhi Lodge,
Box B, North Windham, Maine 04062.
(207) 892-6538. Before 6/1& after 9/30: (207) 892-4602 .

Sebago Lake Lodge & Cottages — Bed & Breakfast right on the shore o f Sebago Lake. Swimming, fishing,
and free use of canoes and row boats for our guests. Motor boat rentals are available, or bring your own boat.
Complimentary refreshments served nightly by the fireplace in our parlor. Relaxing and informal. Nightly
or weekly rates. 2 1/2 hours from Boston.
Rates: $55.00.
Sebago Lake Lodge and Cottages, White’s Bridge Road, P.O. Box 110, North Windham, Maine 04062.
(207) 892-2698. Call or write for reservations or brochure.

W. PARIS
Bradford House — RR 1, Box 2690, Tuelltown Road, West Paris, Maine 04289. (207) 674-3696.

WATERFORD
Lake House — Located in the Nationally Registered Historic
Village of Waterford, LAKE HOUSE has been featured in
Country Inns & B&B magazine as a “Four star restaurant in
a four room Inn.” Four large antique appointed guest rooms
each have private baths including the elegantly restored
Grand Ballroom Suite. Across from Keoka Lake and adjacent
to Mt. Tir’em, we are also in close proximity to skiing, hiking,
swimming, antiquing, boating, biking and more. Enjoy a stay
o f quiet country elegance! Rates include a full breakfast.
Winner of Wine Spectator’s Award of Excellence 1986-89.
Open all year.

Lake House, Innkeepers: Suzanne & Michael Uhl-Myers, Routes 35 & 37, Waterford, Maine 04088.
(207) 583-4182.
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Olde Rowley Inn — Historic cl790 Stagecoach Stop which
stands today as a remembrance of times long past. Restored
to revive its colonial heritage, we continue a long tradition of
gracious innkeeping and excellent cuisine. We offer guests
abundant charm and comfort in a rich colonial setting of Folk
Art, stencils, quilts, period furnishings, calico, and fireplaces.
Four seasons of sports and activities keep our guests as active
as they wish. Ski Package available with Sunday River. Five
guest rooms, private and shared baths. Complimentary full
country breakfast. Three intimate dining rooms in the old
Carriage House and Barn - open to the public, open year
round. Brochure available.

Olde Rowley Inn, Rt. 35 North, P.O. Box 87, No. Waterford, Maine 04267. (207) 583-4143.

WELD
Crow’s Nest Inn — Webb Lake, RR #1, 175 Dixfield Rd, Weld, Maine 04285. (207) 585-2343

Kawanhee Inn Lakeside Lodge — Lakeside rustic lodge,
nestled in the cathedral pines overlooking crystal clear Webb
Lake, in the heart of Western Maine at the foot of Mt. Blue &
Tumbledown Mts. in the Longfellow Range. These Mts. are
very popular among climbers. Excellent restaurant W/outside
screened in dining porches. 10 rooms, some W/private baths
offer a camp like atmosphere. Sandy beach, canoes, tennis.

Rates: $60 and up per nite, double. Season: May 10October 15. Restaurant open June 15-September 1.
The Kawanhee Inn Lakeside Lodge, Rt. 142, Webb Lake, Weld, Maine 04285.
(207) 585-2243-Summer or (207) 778-4306-Winter.

Lake Webb House B&B — Experience the beauty of Maine’s
mountains in our “home away from home” setting, our 1870’s
New Englander is close to the village and Webb Lake. Open
year-round we offer a four season location to canoe, swim, and
picnic at Mt. Blue State Park, hike Mr. Blue and Tumbledown
range, or X-country ski and snowmobile from our door on
groomed trails. Three comfortable decorated rooms with hand
made quilts - 2 w/queen beds, 1 with twin beds - shared bath.
Full country breakfast.

Rates: $30 - $45.
Lake Webb House B&B, Fred & Cheryl England, P.O. Box 127, Route 142, Weld, Maine 04285.
(207) 585-2479.
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UPPER KENNEBEC VALLEY /
MOOSE RIVER VALLEY
Typified by scores of lakes, ponds, and streams, the
Kennebec Valley Region has long been a favorite of
fishermen and vacationers. Situated in wooded, rolling
hills and fertile farmlands are three distinctive and famous
lakes regions — Winthrop, Belgrade, and China. Among
the area's larger communities are several commercial and
educational centers including Augusta, the state capital.

AUGUSTA AREA

Maple Hill Farm Bed & Breakfast Inn —is located on 85 acres in Historic Hallowell, providing a quiet
alternative for travelers with peaceful rolling fields and woods. The restored period farm house offers double
occupancy rooms with/private or shared baths; one with hot tub, one handicap accessible. Each morning you’ll
enjoy a hearty country breakfast o f homemade bread & muffins, eggs, home-fried potatoes, fresh fruit, milk,
coffee and juice. Activities include: cross country skiing, horseback riding, gardening, hiking, sleigh rides &
general farm life. Private meetings, wedding receptions, conferences & get-a-way weekend packages
available with reservations. Conveniently located to the State Capitol, Hallowell-Augusta dining, shopping
& entertainment. 1 hours drive to mountains, ocean & great North o f Maine.

Rates: $45-$80. Please call or write for brochure & map. Children & pets welcome!
Maple Hill Farm Bed & Breakfast Inn, RFD#1, Box 1145, Hallowell, Maine 04347.
(207) 622-2708
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CARATUNK
Sterling Inn Bed & Breakfast — The historic (1816)
Sterling Inn, located on 115 wooded waterfront acres on Lake
Wyman, offers outdoor enthusiasts the unique advantage of
warm, inviting accommodations in close proximity to yearround adventure. Return from a day hiking, hunting, skiing,
snowmobiling, canoeing, kayaking, rafting...to woodstoves,
hardwood floors, antiques and down comforters. Wake to
fresh coffee and homemade muffins in our 175 year-old
breakfast room. Relax in an atmosphere rich with north woods
heritage, recalling the quiet days of the Maine sporting camps
o f the turn of the century. Owned by New England Whitewater
Center; full weekend/mid-week rafting packages available.

The Sterling Inn Bed & Breakfast, Rte. 201, Caratunk, Maine 04925.
For reservations call 1-800-766-7238.

NORRIDGEWOCK
Norridgewock Colonial Inn — Bed & Breakfast at the Norridgewock Colonial Inn will be a pleasant
remembrance of your vacation. Enjoy a small friendly New England village and wake up to the aroma of freshbrewed coffee and a full breakfast prepared by “Nancy.” Just 15 miles from Colby and Thomas College in
Waterville; within an hour o f great skiing at Sugarloaf/USA; 15 min. from Belgrade Lakes Region; centered
in the best fishing and hunting area and at the junction o f scenic Route 2, and Route 8. Large, warmly
decorated rooms with air conditioning & private baths. Make your reservations now so there will be “Room
in the Inn” when you arrive.

Write or Call: Norridgewock Colonial Inn, c/o Nancy & Floyd Whitmore,
RFD 1, Box 1190, Norridgewock, Maine 04957. (207)634-3470.

SKOWHEGAN
Country Cottage — Route 1, Box 3350, Hilton Hill, Skowhegan, Maine 04976. (207) 474-9820
or Answering Service (207) 474-8283.

THE FORKS
Crab Apple Acres Inn — Early nineteenth-century farmhouse on Kennebec River. Homecooking, congenial
atmosphere. Pine floors, wood cookstove, quilts on beds, country hospitality. Breakfast, supper served familystyle in informal dining room. Open year-round. Our specialty: outfitted whitewater raft trips. 140 miles
south of Quebec City, five hours north of Boston, on US Route 201. Please come & see us!

Rates: $25-$35pp., d.o. MC & Visa.
Chuck and Sharyn Peabody, Innkeepers, The Forks, Maine 04985.
(207) 663-2218. Call, write for brochure, reservations.
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WATERVILLE
Inn at Silver Grove — A luxurious Bed & Breakfast, Intown Waterville. We are close to Interstate 95, Colby
College, and Thomas College. Our central location makes us ideally suited to serve as a “home base” for day
trips to the scenic Maine Coast, Sugarloaf Mountain, and the beautiful Belgrade Lakes area. Enjoy the
delights of our cedar hot tub, play a tune on our grand piano, or just relax and enjoy the comfort, beauty &
charm of our home. Awake to fresh ground coffee and full gourmet breakfast. Please - no smoking.

Art & Barb Weisser, Innkeepers, 184 Silver St., Waterville, Maine 04901.
(207) 873-7724.

Lamp Lighter B&B — Cozy, country - furnished rooms with wallpaper and stenciling throughout this
remodeled 11 room farm house. Close to Thomas and Colby College. The Maine coast and Sugarloaf Ski Resort
are just an hour away. Enjoy clean, comfortable rooms and delicious continental plus breakfast. Lamp Lighter
has four rooms with private and shared baths and two sitting rooms. No smoking.

Rates: $45 - $60. Call for reservations.
Lamp Lighter B&B, Leo & Kathy Binette, 448 West River Rd., Waterville, Maine 04901.
(207) 872-2432.
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MID COAST
The Mid Coast includes the stretch of shoreline north and
east from Brunswick to the mouth of the Penobscot River,
near Bucksport. Route 1 bisects the Mid Coast, passing
through thriving communities like Brunswick, Bath,
Damariscotta and Newcastle, Rockland, Camden and
Belfast. Off Route 1 is the Boothbay Harbor region, a
summer resort area with a wealth of waterfront activities,
as is the case all up and down the coastline. Seek the
picturesque out of the way places that have become a
favorite to many, or enjoy a multitude of festivals and
events that keep 'em coming back.

BAILEY ISLAND
Captain York House Bed & Breakfast— Enjoy true island
atmosphere on scenic Bailey Island, an unspoiled fishing
village, “Accessible by car” over the only cribstone bridge in
the world. Near Brunswick, Freeport, Portland. Former Sea
Captain’s home tastefully restored to original charm, fur
nished with antiques. Informal friendly atmosphere, eye
popping ocean views from every room. From our deck, enjoy
sights o f local lobstermen hauling traps and the most memo
rable sunsets on the coast. Nearby fine dining/summer nature
cruise. A special place any season. A photographers delight.
Open year round.

Rates: $49-$65 Full breakfast included. Comfortable
queen/twin beds. Private and shared baths. Smoking out
doors.
Captain York House Bed & Breakfast, Rt. 24 - P.O. Box 32, Bailey Island, Maine 04003. (207) 833-6224.
Your Host: Charles and Ingrid DiVita.

Johnson Bed & Breakfast — Our ideal location offers
spectacular views of Casco Bay and of Little Harbor with a
private beach. We have four comfortable guest rooms with
ocean views and two full baths. A delicious homemade break
fast is served daily. Many of our guests have experienced the
special magic of early morning on Bailey Island. Whether you
choose to relax on the front porch watching the lobster boats
head up the bay, watch the sunrise from Little Harbor, go for
a walk or jog; a memorable experience awaits you.

The Johnson Bed & Breakfast, RFD 1, Box 308, Bailey Island, Maine 04003. (207) 833-6053.
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BATH AREA
Captain Drummond House — A waterfront country home
carefully restored to 1792 charm. Perched atop a private coveside bluff enjoying wonderful broad water views in a totally
natural setting, we share its history as a shipbuilders tavern.
With original features retained to create a relaxed, cozy
atmosphere, we offer large restful beds, private baths or suite,
a lovely breakfast (home baked breads), with congenial con
versation and tips on area “musts”. Halfway between Bath or
beaches/forts (both less than 10 minutes away).

Rates: $60-$90 (plus tax). Smoking outdoors.
The Captain Drummond House, Parker Head Rd., P.O. Box 72, Phippsburg Center, Maine 04562.
(207) 389-1394.

Coveside Bed & Breakfast — Five Islands. All the
wonder of the beautiful Maine coast in a very private
setting, nestled on the shore of a quiet cove with a view of
lobster boats and herons from every room. Acres of woods,
a dock with canoe, and a hot tub on the deck invite you to
linger after a beautiful breakfast. Three rooms comfortably
furnished in New England antiques. 2 miles to Reid State
Park beaches, walking distance to the picturesque village of
Five Islands. Year round. Visa/MC. Smoking outside.
Children over 12.

Coveside — Five Islands, North End Road, Five Islands, Maine 04546. (207) 371-2807.

Edgewater Farm B&B — Located 12 miles from Bath in Small Point on the beautiful Phippsburg
Peninsula, we are 5 miles from historic Popham Beach, 2-1/2 miles from Head Beach/Hermit Island
Campground. Enjoy miles o f sand beaches, scenic Morse’s Mountain, quaint fishing villages. Our home offers
the traveller four comfortable, quiet, clean rooms and guest sitting rooms with color TV. A full breakfast menu
greets you in the morning featuring homemade bread, muffins, jams/jellies served in our sunny glassed-in
patio or large country kitchen. Open mid-may thru end of October. Children over age five welcome. Sorry, no
pets.

Rates: $45/single, $60/double $15 extra person in room.
Edgewater Farm B&B, Doran and Marion Hebert, Your host. Box 464, Sebasco Estates, Maine 04565.
(207) 389-1322.
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Elizabeth’s Bed & Breakfast — Step into the warmth of
yesteryear in a beautiful old home overlooking the Kennebec
River in Bath, Maine. Relax on the porch or the T.V. equipped
guest living room. Kick off your shoes, read a book, be at home.
Choose from five guest rooms furnished in country antiques.
2 1/2 shared baths. A generous continental breakfast awaits
you in the morning. This convenient intown location makes
for an easy walk to shops and restaurants. Smoking down
stairs only. Take Bath Business District exits from Route 1.
Rates: $40-$60 double. Open - April 15th to Jan 1st.
Elizabeth Lindsay - Innkeeper, Mr. T. Feline Assistant, 360 Front Street, Bath, Maine 04530.
(207) 443-1146.

Fairhaven Inn — Classic, comfortable and quiet Country
Inn. Nestled into a hillside overlooking the wide and majestic
Kennebec. Stroll in our woods and meadows, or visit the
nearby beaches. Snowshoe, cross country ski or relax with a
book by the fire...a perfect base from which to enjoy all that
Maine’s coast offers. Enjoy beautiful breakfasts year
round...candlelight dinners in winter...on our 27 acres of
country sights and sounds.

The Fairhaven Inn, George & Sallie Pollard,
RR 2, Box 85, No. Bath Road, Bath, Maine 04530.
(207) 443-4391.

Flower Cottage B&B — Visit this pretty cape set in intown Bath with a view of the Kennebec River from
a spacious deck. Two rooms charmingly furnished - double beds - shared bath. We enjoy children. Hearty
continental breakfast with homemade breads and apple pie. Activities include two beautiful beaches,
Maritime Museum, an old fort, golf, tennis, hiking, antiquing, boat trips, sailing classes, excellent restau
rants. Open June 1 to October 30.

Rates: $40 - $45 (plus Maine state tax).
Flower Cottage, Your Hosts: Edie & Macy Whitehead, 1207 Washington Street, Bath, Maine 04530.
Reservations: (207) 443-6182.

Glad II — “Bed and Breakfast” as it was meant to be. Intimate, homey ambiance in an 1851 Victorian house.
Comfortable beds, electric blankets in winter, air-conditioned in summer. Waken to a delicious breakfast of
homemade muffins, jams, fresh fruits and beverage. Centrally located for visits to beaches, Maritime
Museum, L. L. Bean, Boothbay and many other scenic areas. No smoking.

Rates: Twin or Double beds: $45.00 plus tax.
Gladys Lansky, 60 Pearl Street, Bath, Maine 04530. (207) 443-1191.
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Levitt Family B&B — Our family home is conveniently located within walking distance to in-town shopping
and fine dining. The Maine Maritime Museum is but minutes from our door. Spend your visiting time at L.L.
Bean’s, the Maine State Music Theater or at beautiful Popham Beach or Reid State Park . . . . all are within
20 minutes from Pearl Street. Two spacious guest rooms are comfortably furnished with double beds and color
television. Morning breaks with the aroma of freshly baked muffins. You are cordially invited to share a
hearty continental breakfast with your hosts, and other guests, in our family kitchen. Children are always
welcome.

Rates: $40.00 to $50.00 (Plus Maine sales tax)
Jan, Arthur and Dan Levitt, 50 Pearl Street, Bath, Maine 04530. (207) 443-6442.

Packard House — Relive the grand era of mid-19th century
Bath, City o f Ships; enjoy the elegance of a Georgian home
that belonged to a famous shipwright, Benjamin F. Packard
whose family resided here for five generations; period furnish
ings in music parlor, dining room and three guest accommo
dations (two rooms with shared bath and suite with private
bath and sitting room); located in Historic District, one block
from Kennebec River, walking distance to Front Street shops,
restaurants, Chocolate Church Theatre/Gallery, minutes to
the new Maine Maritime Museum, and 40 minutes to
Portland.

Rates: $60.00 - $75.00 (plus Maine Tax).
A delicious “New England Breakfast” included.
Packard House, 45 Pearl Street, Bath, Maine 04530. (207) 443-6069.
Vincent and Elizabeth Messier, hosts.

BELFAST
Frost House — One of Maine’s finest examples of Victorian
architecture. Elegantly carved mantels and woodwork.
Selected period antiques and comforts throughout. Queen
sized brass beds and private baths. Enjoy fresh baked muf
fins, breads, granola, fruit, and coffee each morning. Unwind
on our porches or in our very special oak parlor.

Rates: $45-60 double occupancy. Sorry, no pets, no
smoking, children 12 & older welcome.
Your hosts: Grace, Larry & Jessica Fogle,
6 Northport Avenue, Belfast, Maine 04915.
(207) 338-4159.
Frost House special residents:
“Sara, the Ultimate Cat” and “Danny,” her mini-poodle.
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Hiram Alden Inn — Visit this beautifully restored 19th
century community on Penobscot Bay. Be our guest(s) at the
Hiram Alden Inn (1840). We have preserved this magnificent
Victorian with its ornate interior, including hand-carved
cherry-wood curved staircase, imported marble fireplace
mantels, etc. Choose from eight tastefully decorated guest
rooms, ranging from $45.00-$50.00 (double occupancy) and
$30.00 for a single room. Includes full breakfast. Activities in
the area include swimming, boating, tennis, hiking, antiqu
ing, and a must trip to Acadia National Park.

Write for brochure to: Hiram Alden Inn, 19 Church Street, Belfast, Maine 04915
Or call Jim & Jackie Lovejoy (207) 338-2151.

Horatio Johnson House— (1842) In historic District. Short
walk to shops, restaurants & waterfront. Central location for
day trips up and down coast. Accommodations designed to
make your stay reminiscent of a quieter era. Rooms have twin
or queen beds and private baths. After a good night’s sleep
enjoy a full breakfast that will fortify you for your day’s
activities. Evenings relax in our sitting room.

Rates: $40.00/double occupancy, $35.00/single, 7th night
free. No pets. No children under 10. Open year round.
Brochure upon request.
Horatio Johnson House, 36 Church St., Belfast, Maine 04915.
Helen & Gene Kirby, Hosts (207) 338-5153.

Jeweled Turret Inn — Intimate... charming... romantic.
Step back into a time when lace, elegant furnishings and
afternoon tea were an everyday necessity. This grand lady of
the Victorian era possesses many unique architectural fea
tures and is on the National Register of Historic Places. Each
guest room is filled with Victoriana and has its own private
bath! Mornings welcome you with smells of a homemade
breakfast. The inn is located within the historic district.
Shops, restaurants and waterfront are just a leisurely stroll
away.

Rates: $50-$75 double.
Jeweled Turret Inn, Carl and Cathy Heffentrager, Innkeepers, 16 Pearl Street, Belfast, Maine 04915.
(207) 338-2304.
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Londonderry Inn — Fully restored 1803 farmhouse offering
a quiet country atmosphere with private woods and fields.
Four spacious guest rooms are furnished with period pieces
and country charm. Main floor includes a sun porch, game
room with piano, and a library. Full country breakfast is
served either on the sunporch or in our large country kitchen
at hearthside. Conveniently located on Rt. 3, 1 mile from the
ocean and downtown Belfast.

Rates: $42 - $50.
For brochure write: Londonderry Inn, Star Rt. 80, Box 3, Belfast, Maine 04915
Or call Suzanne Smedley at (207) 338-3988.

Palmer House — Centrally located at Cedar and Franklin
Streets near the historic Post Office/Customs House which
overlooks Main Street with shops, restaurants, theater and
the active harbor. The house, a Greek Revival (c. 1850),
features detailed woodwork, tiled and terracotta fireplaces
and two beautifully - appointed guest rooms with private
baths. Full breakfast served in the screened/glassed porch;
afternoon wine served in the living room. No pets or small
children. Open Memorial Day through October.

Rates: $45.00 double, $40.00 single. Additional nights
less.
The Palmer House, 7 Franklin Street, Belfast, Maine 04915.
Bob and Carol Lentilhon, hosts. (207) 338-5790.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR
Admiral’s Quarters Inn — Commanding a view o f the Harbor unsurpassed by all - Admiral’s Quarters is
a large old Sea Captains house set on a knoll looking out to sea. Charming rooms, private baths, upper and
lower decks. Excellent restaurants across the street and two doors away, wharf - boating - cruises - shopping
- boats - footbridge - steps away.
Adm iral’s Quarters Inn, 105 Commercial St., Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538. (207) 633-2474.

Albonegon Inn — Located on a small island, a 4 mile drive
from Boothbay Harbor. The 114-year-old inn offers a warm
and peaceful atmosphere. The Albonegon is perched on the
edge of the rocks, where it is surrounded by water and has
spectacular views of the area and nearby islands. There are 15
rooms, all with water views; 12 rooms have shared baths, 3
have private baths. The inn opens June 1st and closes in
October.

Rates: $42 single, $58-80 double. A continental breakfast
is included in the rates.
The Albonegon Inn, Capitol Island, Maine 04538. (207) 633-2521.
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Anchor Watch — Come share our comfortable oceanfront home. A pretty view of islands, lighthouses, loons
feeding outside your window in winter, lobstermen in summer. The quiet scenic lane is just a 5-min. walk to
town for dining, shopping, activities. Continental breakfast offered in the sunny breakfast nook.
The Anchor Watch, Diane Campbell, 3 Eames Road, Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538. (207) 633-2284.

Atlantic Ark Inn — An intimate bed and breakfast inn
offering scenic views of the harbor. The guest rooms have
private baths and are tastefully decorated with attractive
period pieces, oriental rugs, poster beds and fresh flowers. A
full breakfast is served each morning featuring home baked
goods and a specially prepared entree for that day. From the
Inn it is only a five minute stroll to town over the “historic”
footbridge where for your enjoyment are the many galleries,
fine restaurants and shops of Boothbay Harbor.

Rates: $55 - $85. Open May-October.
The Atlantic Ark Inn, 64 Atlantic Ave., Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538. (207) 633-5690.

Captain Sawyer’s Place — Ten guest rooms with private
baths, center o f town, quality accommodations. A bed &
breakfast inn for discrimination travelers. A true sea cap
tain’s home built in 1878, beautifully restored.
Rates: $65.00 - $110.00
Captain Sawyer’s Place, 87 Commercial Street, Boothbay
Harbor, Maine 04538. (207) 633-2290.

Five Gables Inn — Completely restored, offers charm of an Old Victorian with its unique decor in all 15
rooms. Each has a view of the bay, private baths and 5 have fireplaces. A specialty breakfast is served in the
Common Room or on the spacious veranda overlooking the bay and distant islands. Take Rt. 27S to Rt. 96
through East Boothbay. Right on Murray Hill Road. The inn is 1/2 mile on the right. Open May through
October.
Five Gables Inn, P.O. Box 75, East Boothbay, Maine 04537. (207) 633-4551.

Harbour Towne Inn — On the waterfront, the Inn combines
convenience o f intown lodging and charm of a country inn.
Harbor views, outside decks, fresh salt air. Walk to shops,
galleries, restaurants, library, dinner theaters, sports, pool
facilities, boat trips, fishing and more. Private baths. The Inn
is a handsomely refurbished Victorian townhouse. Private
parking. Continental breakfast served seasonally. Stay with
us and know why our guests return year after year. Open
year-round. Advance reservations recommended.

Rates: On request. Special off-season packages.
Harbour Towne Inn, 71-B Townsend Ave., Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538. (207) 633-4300.
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Linekin Village B&B — Unique 1882 house in pristine area
o f the rocky coast o f Maine, on Linekin Bay, with lawns and
gardens down to the ocean. A 165' pier with float looking out
to sea. Fresh ocean air with surrounding pines. Spectacular
sunsets. Three guest rooms, shared bath. Delightful break
fast of fresh juice, muffins and fresh coffee, served 8-9 a.m. in
our antique dining room. Or have your coffee sitting in one of
our comfortable old rockers on the porch overlooking the
flower gardens. Our own beach and picnic area under the
trees, sun, or on the pier. Open May 1 - mid-October. Reserva
tions recommended.

Rates: $35 to $45 daily.
Linekin Village, Ocean Point Road, Rt. 96, East Boothbay, Maine 04544.
(207) 633-3681 (summer) or (407) 278-7624 (winter).

Sweet Woodruff Farm — Stay in one of Boothbay’s oldest
homesteads. Available are two bedrooms located upstairs in
the 1767 Cape Style House. Furnished with country antiques,
these rooms share a bath and sitting room. Guests are served
a hearty breakfast on the porch overlooking a field o f grazing
sheep. Also at the farm is a large garden where bouquets of
aromatic herbs are gathered. These, hung from the rafters of
the barn help to make a wonderful setting for the combination
antique and herb shop located here. Enjoy a Maine Country
Atmosphere —

Come to Sweet Woodruff Farm, Rt. 27, (4.5 miles o ff Route 1), Boothbay, Maine 04537. (207) 633-6977.

Villa by the Sea Bed & Breakfast — For those to whom nature is an inspiration ocean point caters to the
human desire for tranquility. Located six miles from Boothbay Harbor, the exclusivity of ocean point has
attracted many. Walking, jogging, biking, swimming and tennis are favorite activities of this special place
where spruce and ocean meet. A public beach awaits you 11/2 miles down the road. Five bedrooms with floor
to ceiling windows overlooking Linekin Bay have pleased guests since 1875. Upon waking, homemade breads
& muffins will delight your senses. Enjoy the veranda for the downeast sunsets and the sitting room in the
evenings for friendly conversation as you’re warmed by the woodstove from the chilly nights on the Maine
Coast.

Rates: $55 - $60 double occupancy. Shared baths. No smoking. Open July-October.
Villa by the Sea Bed & Breakfast, HC 65 #901, East Boothbay, Maine 04544. (207) 633-2584.
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Westgate House B & B — A turn of the century inn located
within a 5-minute stroll to the downtown area. 6 individually
appointed rooms including period furniture collected by our
family. Breakfast is served in our Victorian dining room
where a full breakfast is prepared to order including coffees
ground that morning, omelets, homemade breads and pas
tries, etc. On and off street parking, non-smoking, open: May
- October. Our 15th season as a family owned and operated
inn.

Rates: $60 double occupancy.
Westgate House, 18 West St., Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538 (207) 633-3552.
Hosts: Tom & Wendy Quinn. Barbara Chace

BRISTOL
Bristol Inn — Quiet - Charming - Victorian country home A four-season bed & breakfast, was built in 1902 and is
situated just off the center of the village of Bristol Mills on
historic Pemaquid Peninsula. Relax and Enjoy private rooms
- beautifully appointed and complete with private baths,
queen or twin sized beds and individual thermostats in all
rooms for your comfort. Full country breakfast served in our
sunny dining room, casual country ambiance. AAA approved.
Inspected by State Fire Marshall.

bed 6t bre alifast

Rates: $55-$65 per day. Off season rates.

The Bristol Inn, P.O. Box 130, Bristol, Maine 04539. (207) 563-1125

Old Cape of Bristol Mills — Enjoy personal attention and
home-made breakfasts in a 1790’s cape, charmingly decorated
with antiques and country furnishings. Two rooms available,
with shared bath, and an antique shop adjacent for browsing.
Bristol Mills is convenient to Pemaquid, Damariscotta, and
other mid-coast area attractions.
Rates: $45-$50. Small dogs accepted with advance notice.
The Old Cape o f Bristol Mills B&B, Route 130, P.O. Box
129, Bristol Mills, Maine 04539. (207) 563-8848.
Proprietors: Ralph Parent & Joseph Rice. Before June 1
Write: P.O. 291, Northboro, MA 01532. Tel: (508) 393-3405.
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BRUNSWICK AREA
Bethel Point Bed & Breakfast— Peaceful oceanside comfort
in 150 year old home. 2 bedrooms share a bath. Perfect view
of Harpswell Islands’ birds, seals, lobster boats. Opportunity
for ocean swimming and shoreline walks to explore local
coast. Easy drive to area’s specialities such as Bowdoin Col
lege, Popham Beach, L.L. Bean, and local restaurants featur
ing seafood delicacies.
Rates: $60 - $70 includes breakfast of choice. Open yearround, offseason rates available.
Peter & Betsy Packard, hosts, Bethel Point Road 2387,
Brunswick, Maine 04011. (207) 725-1115.

Brunswick B&B — Mid- 1800’s completely restored 25-room
Greek Revival Home. Offers five rooms, shared and private
baths plus twin front parlors overlooking the park. Enjoy your
full breakfast there or just relax in the evening by the fire.
Located in the National Historic District, two blocks from
Bowdoin College and restaurants, 10 minutes north of Free
port.

Rates: $65; $10 less off season.
Brunswick Bed & Breakfast,
165 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine 04011.
(207) 729-4914.

Captain Purinton House B&B — Come relax and enjoy a
beautifully restored 1803 country-style Federal home. In the
parlor unwind in front of the fireplace or enjoy our grand piano
and oriental collection. Convenient to Brunswick, Bowdoin
College, Naval Air Station and 10 minutes from Freeport.
Rates: $40-$50. Continental breakfast included. No pets
and no smoking please.
Gail and John Frothingham, Captain Purinton House,
64 Elm Street, Topsham, Maine 04086.
(207) 729-3603.
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Lookout Point House — On the ocean, 13 guest rooms, also
cottage with 3 beds, 2 baths rented weekly. Full breakfast
served. 8 miles to Bowdoin College, 20 minutes to L. L. Bean.
5 acres with walking trails at the sea. Every person is a special
guest.

Rates: $55.00 — $90.00 per day.
Lookout Point House, 141 Lookout Pt. Rd.,
Harpswell Center, Maine 04079. (207) 833-5509

Middaugh B&B — 36 Elm Street, Topsham, Maine 04086 (207) 725-2562

Prince’s Point Bed & Breakfast — A friendly, spacious,
1775 farmhouse Queen Anne Cape near the ocean, sur
rounded by pine woods with an expansive lawn leading to our
pond. Inside private baths with each room, old fireplaces in
the sitting rooms & libraries. A memorable breakfast is served
in our dining room or on the screened porch. Privately situ
ated, but only 10 minutes from Bowdoin College & Brunswick
Summer Theater & museums. Close to beaches, Orr’s &
Bailey Islands & Bath. Fifteen minutes from Freeport and
within an hour o f Boothbay and Camden. Open year-round.
Smoking on the porch, please.

Rates: $55
Prince’s Point Bed & Breakfast, Marilyn Robinson, RR#5, Box 5173, Brunswick, Maine 04011.
(207) 725-7801.

Samuel Newman House — Adjoining Bowdoin College
campus, a handsome Federal-style house built in 1821 by
noted Brunswick architect Samuel Melcher. Seven unique
guest rooms comfortably furnished in antiques. Hearty conti
nental breakfast featuring muffins, scones, and pastry freshly
baked at the inn, homemade jams and fresh fruit. A pleasant
walk through campus to Brunswick’s shops and restaurants
about 1/2 mile away. A short drive to Freeport, Bailey and
Orrs Islands, Popham Beach and Reid State Park. Transpor
tation from Portland Airport. Open all year.
Rates: $40.00 - $55.00/night. VISA, MC accepted.
Anne Greacen, Innkeeper, The Samuel Newman House, 7 South Street,
Brunswick, Maine 04011. (207)729-6959.
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Senter B&B — Ocean front in South Harpswell. Spectacular
views. Full breakfast cooked and served by your host. 14 miles
from Brunswick, home of Bowdoin College. Send for picture
and rates. Open year round.

Senter Bed & Breakfast, Route 123, P. O. Box 149,
South Harpswell, Maine 04079. (207) 833-2874.

Walker Wilson House — A gracious 1803 Federal home
designed by Samuel Melcher, this spacious and beautifully
furnished home has all the comforts o f a fine country Inn. We
are listed on the National Register of Historic Places and
licensed by the State of Maine. One mile off 1-95. Topsham
exit 24,10 minutes from Freeport...within walking distance of
Brunswick.

Rates: $60-$70 — Includes full breakfast.

The Walker Wilson House, 2 Melcher Place, Topsham, Maine 04086. (207) 729-0715.
Skip & Annie O’ Rourke, your hosts.

CAMDEN AREA
A Little Dream — 66 High Street, Camden, Maine 04843. (207) 236-8742.

Belmont — Camden’s oldest inn, has always provided its
guests the charm and intimacy of a small country inn. The inn
is located two blocks off busy Route 1, with only a threeminute walk to downtown and the harbor. Guests may chose
from six well appointed rooms, all with private bath. Each
guest is treated to a full, generous breakfast and asked to join
us for a cocktail before perhaps joining us in our dining room
which the Bangor Daily News described as “taking dining to
new heights.” Open May to New Year’s.

The Belmont, 6 Belmont Ave., Camden, Maine 04843.
(207) 236-8053
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Blackberry Inn — Come enjoy a very special respite at our
vintage Victorian home, just a short stroll from Camden’s
harbor and shops. We offer spacious rooms, with shiny brass
beds and period furnishings, and private full or half-baths.
One guest room even has an ornate tin ceiling and working
fireplace! Two sunny parlors are for your relaxation, and we
serve a hearty full breakfast each morning. Featured in
Daughters of Painted Ladies, America’s Resplendent Victori
ans. Open year round. MasterCard and Visa accepted, reser
vations strongly recommended. Smoking is not allowed inside
the Inn.

Write or call: Vicki & Ed Doudera, Blackberry Inn, 82 Elm Street, Camden, Maine 04843.
(207)236-6060.

Blue Harbor House — A historic inn conveniently located
within walking distance of the picturesque village of Camden.
Awaken to the smell o f freshly baked muffins and know that
a gourmet breakfast is soon to follow. Rooms with private and
semi-private bath are available. For guests desiring complete
privacy, separate housekeeping apartments are available in
the Carriage House. Mastercard and Visa accepted. Open all
year. Brochure and rates available upon request.

ECue

HcMe

BED A N D B R E A K FA ST

Blue Harbor House, 67 Elm Street, Camden, Maine 04843.
(207) 236-3196.

Camden Harbour Inn — “See Camden at its Best” from this
historic (1874) Victorian Inn, offering spectacular panoramas
o f harbor, bay, and mountains. Over twenty rooms, all with
private bath and each o f a different character, furnished with
period antiques, wicker, and Victorian pieces. Some have
private decks, balconies or patios, some have fireplaces and
almost all have water views. Enjoy the traditional atmos
phere, excellent lodging, food and spirits which have made
this friendly old Inn a favorite with travelers and diners for
over a century. Featured in...’’Recommended Guide to Coun
try Inns o f New England.”

Camden Harbour Inn, 83 Bayview Street, Camden, Maine 04843. (207) 236-4200.

Elms — 84 Elm Street, Camden, Maine 04843. (207) 236-6250

Goodspeed’s Guest House — 60 Mountain St., Route 52, Camden, Maine 04843.
Your Hosts: Don-Linda & Connie-Ralph (207) 236-8077
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Hosmer House Bed & Breakfast — Our twin houses, built
in 1806 by Capt. Jesse and Fredrick Hosmer, are now a B&B,
offering comfort and charm in an old-fashioned New England
sort o f way. There is an air of serenity in our home with its
side-street location, 18th-century furnishings, genial hospi
tality and candlelight breakfasts. Walk to the harbor, moun
tain, parks and beach. Single rooms/2-bedroom suites avail
able with private or shared baths. All children welcome. No
pets, Non-smokers. Open all year.

Hosmer House Bed & Breakfast, Four Pleasant Street, Camden, Maine 04843. (207) 236-4012.
Your Hosts: Dodie & Richard Schmidgall

Longville at Lincolnville — Experience your most memo
rable vacation at Lincolnville’s finest Inn, where the moun
tains meet the sea. Come share the serenity that’s waiting for
you and do something you haven’t done in years - relax and be
pampered. Longville is a century-old Victorian Manse that
has been restored to its original charm. Spacious rooms and
period decor provide a quiet atmosphere in a unique country
setting. We are conveniently located four miles north of
Camden, and one mile south of Lincolnville Beach, overlook
ing Penobscot bay. Open year round.

Lord
Camden
TINTTST
24 Main Street, Camden, Maine 04843
1 800-336-4325 • 207 236-4325

Longville at Lincolnville,
P.O. Box 75, Lincolnville Beach, Maine 04849.
(207) 236-3785. Lori Curren, Innkeeper.

Lord Camden Inn — While visiting mid-coast Maine we
invite you to be our guests and enjoy Maine’s most picturesque
coastal community. Located in a restored 1893 brick building
on Camden’s Main Street. Our Inn offers spacious rooms each
with its own character, blending the country inn charm of
restored antique furnishings with the comforts of private
bathrooms, color TV, personal telephones, comfortable beds,
and elevator service. Each morning start your day with a
complimentary continental breakfast of delicious pastries,
muffins, juices, coffee or tea. Most rooms offer balcony with
spectacular views of Camden Harbor, the village or the hills.
r "
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Maine Stay Inn — The Maine Stay offers a comfortable bed
and a substantial breakfast to visitors seeking the warmth of
new friends and the hospitality of a treasured old colonial
home. Located in the center of the Historic District, the Inn is
a short five minute walk from Camden’s town center and
beautiful harbor. Our eight lovely bedrooms, modern baths,
cozy parlors with fireplaces and TV lounge are all tastefully
decorated with oriental rugs and period furnishings— an
tiques include interesting pieces from the 17th, 18th, and 19th
century. Innkeepers: Peter & Donny Smith and Diana Rob
son.

Maine Stay Inn, 22 High St., Camden, Maine 04843. (207) 236-9636.

The Red House — Enjoy a true Bed and Breakfast experi
ence in our home overlooking Penobscot Bay. Two twinbedded rooms share a bath. Start your day with a full,
gourmet breakfast in the dining room that faces both the
ocean and the perennial garden. We are located on Route 1,
four and a half miles north of Camden and just two minutes
south of the Islesboro ferry. Popular Lincolnville Beach is just
1/2 mile away.

Rates: $50 double; $40 single. Off season rates: $35 per
room, per night (Oct. 15 - May 15). Children welcome.
Sorry, no pets.
Your Hosts: Ross and Mary Lou Overcash, HC 60, Box 540, Lincolnville Beach, Maine 04849.
(207) 236-4621.

Windward House — A historic beautifully preserved 1854
Greek Revival home situated on stately High St. above pictur
esque Camden Harbor. Our five tastefully appointed
guestrooms are furnished with period antiques and private
baths. You will enjoy the comfort and warm ambience of the
common rooms, the beauty and privacy of our gardens, and
the convenience of being only a short walk to the many
attractions of the village and harbor. Start off your day with
a delicious full gourmet breakfast prepared and presented by
your hosts Jon and Mary Davis.

Windward House, 6 High Street, Camden, Maine 04843. Tel: (207) 236-9656.
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COOPERS MILLS
Claryknoll Farm 6&B — Located in Jefferson. 1/2 hour to
Coast or Capitol. Open May thru September. Centrally lo
cated for wonderful day trips to Coast. 30 miles to Camden,
Rockland, Pemaquid or Boothbay Harbor. At Claryknoll you
can do all the sightseeing you want and have a peaceful and
relaxing home base. 1830’s farmhouse has spacious rooms,
shared baths continental breakfast plus. 75 acre pond offers
fishing, canoeing, swimming, picnicking, hiking and wildlife
observation. 2 kitchens available for guests use. Rec. room has
ping pong table & piano. Discounts 3 days or longer. Sorry, no
smoking, alcohol, pets or credit cards. Checks accepted. Bro
chure available.

Rates: $35.00 single, $40.00 double, $5 each additional
child in same room.
Claryknoll Farm, Bill & Lil Johnson, Rt. 215, Box 751, Coopers Mills, Maine 04341. (207) 549-5250.

DAMARISCOTTA
Barnswallow Bed & Breakfast — If you are looking for a
gracious family home where guests are treated as old friends,
come visit us on Bristol Road in Damariscotta. You’ll find the
charm of a restored 1830’s cape with five fireplaces along with
the convenience o f modern private baths. The historic Pe
maquid peninsula offers something for everyone plus proxim
ity to Camden and Boothbay Harbor. “One night is simply not
enough.”

Rates: $50 - $70 including expanded continental
breakfast. Open year round.
For brochure write: Barnswallow B & B, HC 61 - Box 135, Damariscotta, Maine 04543.
or call Rachael or Chuck Sherrill at (207) 563-8568.

Brannon-Bunker Inn — Is an intimate and relaxed country
“B&B” rurally situated with a view of the Damariscotta River.
Located in an 1820’s cape, converted barn and carriage house,
7 sleeping rooms are furnished in themes reflecting the charm
of yesterday and the comforts of today with a selection of
queen, double or twin beds. The quiet beauty of stenciled
walls, quaint wallpapers, homemade quilts, dust ruffles,
dried flowers and country crafts sets off the warmth and solid
comfort of the carefully selected antique furniture. 10 minutes
to lighthouse, fort, beach, golf, antique and craft shopping.

Rates: $45 - $60, private/shared bath, 3 room suite, open
all year. Write for folder.
Brannon-Bunker Inn, HCR 64, Box 045V, Rt. 129, Damariscotta, Maine 04543. (207) 563-5941.
Hosts: Jeanne and Joe Hovance.
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Oak Gable’s — in Damariscotta extends and invitation to
experience a stay you will long remember. Nestled on 13 acres
along the Title Damariscotta River, Oak Gable’s provides a
perfect setting for a quiet and relaxing stay. It is a charming
home dating back to 1850 with delightful views from every
vantage point on the New England estate. Guest may enjoy a
refreshing dip in the heated swimming pool, a stroll around
the grounds or relax awhile on the boathouse deck. A cottage
and deluxe studio apartment, are also available by the week.
Rates: Please call for reservations & information.
Oak Gable’s, P.O. 276, Pleasant St., Damariscotta, Maine
04543. (207)563-1476.

DAMARISCOTTA MILLS
Mill Pond Inn — Whimsical and cozy, our 1780 home offers
an excellent atmosphere to view the wonder of Maine’s wild
life. The breakfast room offers a pond view complete with
loons, otters, beavers, herons, resident Bald Eagle and native
wildflowers. Take our boat or canoe to the eagle’s nest from
our back door and explore Damariscotta Lake. Nestled in tiny
Damariscotta Mills, Boothbay’s Harbor, Camden Hills,
Pemaquid’s Lighthouse and historic Bath/ Brunswick area
are nearby. Take 95N to Exit 22 and follow Rt. IN to Damaris
cotta and Rt. 215N. A “tummy-filling” country breakfast.
Private baths.

'Breakfastroom View”

Rates: $55 to $65 plus tax.

Mill Pond Inn, Bobby & Sherry Whear, R.F.D. 1, Box 245, Newcastle, Maine 04553. (207) 563-8014.

FREINDSHIP
Harbor Hill By-the-Sea— is a comfortably elegant Bed & Breakfast Inn on a gently sloping hill overlooking
the harbor and islands. Fine art, antiques, music, culinary pleasures, and flowers surround you. Take a quiet
walk, go birdwatching, or read a book by the warmth of the woodstove. Enjoy the romance of a sunset from
the Terrace. Make us your vacation destination!

Rates: Reservations suggested. OPEN YEAR ROUND.
Harbor Hill By-the-Sea, Town Landing Road, P.O. Box 35G, Friendship, Maine 04547. (207) 832-6646

Outsiders Inn Bed & Breakfast — Box 521A, Route 97, Friendship, Maine 04547. (207) 832-5197
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GOULDSBORO
Bluff House at Osprey — The Bluff House is situated upon a bluff overlooking Frenchman’s Bay, offering
a peaceful escape from everyday life. All our 8 bedrooms are uniquely stenciled, boast a handmade quilt, and
come with private bath. Begin each day with a continental breakfast while enjoying the panoramic view from
our glassed dining area or outside deck.

Rates: We are open year-round. Write or call for brochure.
The B lu ff House at Osprey, P.O. Box 81, South Gouldshoro, Maine 04678. (207) 963-7805.

LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
Sign of the Owl — Eighteenth Century Farm House on
Route One, 7 miles north o f Camden, 3 rooms; 2 w/double beds;
1 w/double & twin - shared bath, full breakfast included. 2
miles from the public beach & a short walk to private beach.
Good location for day trips to the islands, Bar Harbor, Acadia
National Park etc. Well behaved pets welcome - convenient to
restaurants & shops for antiquing. Visit our gift & antique
shop, specializing in orientalia, on premises.
Rates: $40-$50 double; $35 single. Weekly rates available.
Sign o f the Owl, Route 1, Box 85,
Lincolnville Beach, Maine 04849. (207) 338-4669.

MATINICUS
Tuckanuck Lodge — Shag Hollow Road, Box 217, Matinicus, Maine 04851. (207) 366-3830

MONHEGAN ISLAND
Shining Sails — Enjoy Monhegan Island this year! Charm
ing village, friendly people, and.breathtaking views are just a
few of the features this unique island has to offer. We’re an old
Monhegan home with five housekeeping apartments open the
year ‘round. Our apartments have ocean views, equipped
kitchenettes, private baths, and accommodations for up to
four people. Towels and linens are provided. Shining Sails
also has sales and rental listings for Monhegan cottages.
Rates and brochures available upon request.

Shining Sails, Amy Melenbacker and Bill Baker, Proprietors,
Box 344, Monhegan, Maine 04852. (207) 596-0041.
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NEW HARBOR
Gosnold Arms — Located on the harbor on the historic
Pemaquid peninsula 12 miles from Damariscotta, the Gosnold
Arms is noted for its congenial, family-style atmosphere and
outstanding food, including lobster, fresh seafood, home
made muffins and desserts. The Inn, a remodeled saltwater
farm with glassed-in dining room overlooking the water,
offers single and double rooms, all with private baths, most
with water view. There are also 14 cottage units, many
overlooking the harbor. The Gosnold wharf and moorings
accommodate cruising boats. Open Mid-May through Novem
ber; breakfast, Sunday brunch, dinner. Visa/MC. No pets.

Rates: $110- $140 daily, double occupancy, MAP. No pets.
The Gosnold Arms, HC 61, Box 161, Route 32, New Harbor, Maine 04554. (207) 677-3727.

NEWCASTLE
Captain’s House B&B — Built in 1846 by sea captain,
Farley Hopkins, is a Greek Revival house situated on the
Damariscotta River within walking distance of Damariscotta
Village. Five large sunny guest rooms offer excellent views as
does the dining room where a full country breakfast is served
by the fireplace. We serve fresh baked muffins, and a choice of
blueberry buttermilk pancakes, french toast, cheese omelets
or eggs with homemade bread, sausages and bacon. The
sitting room offers television, books and games. In the winter,
there is a sitting room with a woodstove. Open year-round.

Rates: $45-$60. Five guest rooms, two baths, fireplaces.
The Captain's House, Susan Rizzo & Joe Sullivan, P.O. Box 242, 19 River Road,
Newcastle, Maine 04553. (207) 563-1482.

Crown ‘N’ Anchor Inn — A restored Greek Revival house
with a commanding view of the Damariscotta River. Guest
rooms combine the comforts of the modern age with the
exuberant elegance of the Victorian period or the quiet charm
o f country antiques. After a bountiful breakfast or a busy day,
socialize in the parlor, curl up with a good book in the library,
or relax and enjoy the river view from the porch.
Rates: $40 - $65 per day, double occupancy.
For reservations, your hosts:
Martha & Jim Forester & John Barclay,
P.O. Box 17, River Road, Newcastle, Maine 04553.
(207) 563-8954.
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Glidden House — Charming memorable Victorian guest house overlooking the Damariscotta River.
Comfortable quiet bedrooms, private baths. Beautiful, bountiful breakfasts. Convenient to the Twin Villages
of Damariscotta/Newcastle, offering fine shops, galleries, restaurants and historic sites. Also: Apartment
available daily or weekly.

Rates: $50-$65 double occupancy. Plus Maine state tax.
Glidden House, Doris E. Miller, Box 740, RR 1, Glidden St., Newcastle, Maine 04553. (207) 563-1859.

Hearthside Inn — You’ll enjoy a warm welcome when you
join us for bed & breakfast in our fine, ca. 1850 home overlook
ing the Damariscotta River. Our four guestrooms, one with
private bath, are lovely and spacious. We offer a full breakfast
including fresh fruit and home-baked muffins and coffeecakes
as well as a beautiful water view from the porch. Enjoy
evening refreshments in one of our common rooms, complete
with games, music, and good conversation. Just a short walk
away, you’ll find shops, galleries, and restaurants. Nearby
Wiscasset is a haven for antique hunters. Limited smoking.
Well-behaved children welcome.
Rates: $45-$55 Visa/Mastercard.
Hearthside Inn, Hosts: Scott & Heidi Shott, 20 River Road, Newcastle, Maine 04553.

(207) 563-8885.

Markert House — If you appreciate art, warm hospitality,
and beautiful surroundings, you are going to enjoy this ele
gant Victorian home on Glidden Street overlooking the
Damariscotta River. Charming, newly decorated bedrooms
provide the perfect home away from home. Walk to restau
rants and shops. Close driving to major scenic and historic
attractions. If you’re an artist or photographer, bring your
equipment and plan to spend several days capturing the
beauty of the Pemaquid Peninsula.

Rates: $40-$50 per day, double occupancy.
For reservations, your host: Bill Markert, P.O. Box 224, Newcastle, Maine 04553. (207) 563-1309.

Newcastle Inn — A romantic country inn on the picturesque
Damariscotta River. 15 rooms, each with private bath, some
with canopy beds. 3 diamond AAA rating. The Inn is known for
its fine dining. A multi-course breakfast is served in the sun
lit dining room. In the evening, a five-course, single entre,
elegant dinner is served by candlelight. Complimentary hors
d’oeuvres are served by the hearth in the winter or on the sun
porch in summer to dinnerguests. Open year round. Off
season rates.

Ted and Chris Sprague, Keepers o f the Inn, River Road,
Newcastle, Maine 04553. (207) 563-5685.
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PHIPPSBURG
ttiverview— An antique cape located on the banks o f the Kennebec River in the historic town of Phippsburg,
nestled beside the old Congregational Church (1802) with a panoramic view of the water. Points of interest:
Center Pond, Popham Beach, Morse’s Mountain, Maine Maritime Museum, Maine State Music Theater,
Performing Arts Center. Two rooms with shared bath; one with private bath: $25-$45. No smoking, no pets.
Open May to October.

Owner: A. H. Minott (207) 389-1124.

ROCKPORT
Bread and Roses B&B — Experience a classic Maine farmhouse vacation with us. W e’re just minutes from
the harbors and villages o f both Camden and Rockport, the homeports of the Maine Windjammer Fleet. In
fact, Bread and Roses was founded and is operated by a former schooner “Cookie.” Snuggle under a down
comforter in one of our seven cozy guest rooms, and awake to the aroma of freshly baked breads and pastries
that are only part of your bountiful breakfast. Bread and Roses - the Maine alternative for your year-round
stay in the Mid-Coast area. A call is best for information and reservations.

Bread and Roses, Corner U.S. Route One and Beech Street, Rockport, Maine 04856.
(207)236-6116.

Sign of the Unicorn Guest House — On a quiet lane over
looking Rockport Harbor. “We spoil you rottener than you
are!” “Sleep-in-late” gourmet breakfasts: blueberry-orange
whole grain pancakes, “tipsy” french toast dripping maple
syrup. Eggs with herbs, onions, wine, cheese. Homemade
goodies, fabulous coffee. “Help-yourself’ fresh fruit salad
bowl. Wine and cheese at sunset, comfortable beds, flowers,
books, piano, antiques. Nearby restaurants, galleries, plays,
lobster feasts, antiquing, day sails, biking, jogging, x-country
& downhill skiing, photograph workshop, tennis, golf, shop
ping. 15th year! An ambience of warmth and wit. Open yearround. Group, extended rates. Considerate children and
“outdoor smokers” both welcome.

Winnie Easton-Jones, Box 99, Rockport, Maine 04856.
(207) 236-8789; (207) 236-4042 (messages).
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ROUND POND
Briar Rose — Escape to an unspoiled coastal village - close
to historic sites, the Pemaquid Lighthouse, beaches, lakes,
and recreational facilities but removed from the crowds. Our
150-year-old home faces Round Pond Harbor, and offers large,
airy rooms filled with comfortable antique furnishings and
collectibles. Relax with walks through the village, visit local
antique shops, country stores, crafts studios and galleries.
Older children are welcome. Smoking is restricted. Reserva
tions recommended. No credit cards.

Rates: $50 - $65 double: includes a full breakfast.
Briar Rose, Route 32, Box 27, Round Pond, Maine 04564. (207) 529-5478.

SEARSPORT
“Fairwinds”, Captain Green Pendleton B&B — Enjoy a warm welcome in a fine sea captain’s home.
Bright airy rooms, charming late 1800’s furnishings. Main house, attached farmhouse and barn, sweeping
lawns, trout pond, meadow path, 80 wooded acres. Just 2 1/2 miles north of Searsport on Route 1, you will
be midway between Camden/Rockport and Bar Harbor/Acadia National Park. Less than an hour’s drive to
Acadia, Augusta, Bangor, Farnsworth Museum (Wyeth), Owl’s Head Transportation Museum, several state
parks. Minutes to fine dining, Penobscot Marine Museum, Fort Knox State Park, more than two dozen
antique shops. Searsport — Sea Captains Heritage — Antique Capital of Maine.

Rates: $55 double, including tax, full breakfast.
“Fairwinds”, Captain Green Pendleton B&B, RR 1, Box 238, Searsport, Maine 04947. (207) 548-6523.

Carriage House Inn — Built in 1874 by Captain John
McGilvery, this Nationally Registered Victorian offers large,
cheerful rooms, private baths, warm hospitality, and a con
venient in-town location. The Penobscot Marine Museum,
fine dining, a multitude o f antique shops, and the beautiful
Penobscot Bay are all within walking distance. Most other
areas o f interest are less than one hour away from this MidCoast Village.

Carriage House Inn, Route 1, P.O. Box 238,
Searsport, Maine 04974. (207) 548-2289.
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College Club Inn — Charming Sea Captain’s Cape built
circa 1795 and converted in 1917 to the College Club Inn. In
its heyday notables such as Eleanor Roosevelt were regular
guests. Located coastal Rte. 1 between Camden and Bar
Harbor. Explore, sightsee, relax. Search for antiques at the
Inn and around Searsport. Single, double and queen accom
modations. Breakfast, with our home-baked breads and muf
fins, is served on a glassed-in porch overlooking Penobscot
Bay. Open Late June-Columbus Day. Mastercard & Visa.

College Club Inn, Host - Mike Harrigan,
U.S. Route 1, Searsport, Maine 04974.
(207) 548-6575 or O ffseason (215) 827-7659.

Hannah Nickels House — Sitting on 6 1/2 acres with ocean
frontage this 1860’s authentic Maine Victorian Mansion was
built by Captain A.V. Nickels. Come and experience a true sea
captain’s home. Enjoy the beautifully kept grounds and walk
to the ocean’s edge. A full breakfast is served either in the
greenhouse (with ocean view) or in our dining room. A suite,
with ocean view, is also available in addition to our other
comfortable rooms.

The Hannah Nickels House, Route 1, Box 38,
Searsport, Maine 04974. (207) 548-6691.

Homeport Inn — Enjoy the unusual, with a restful stop at
this fine example o f a New England sea captain’s mansion.
This elegant home, appointed with period antiques, offers a
rare opportunity to be an overnight guest or to have a vacation
without the customary traveler’s commercialism. Truly a
warm, homey, hospitable atmosphere. On the seacoast in the
quaint village of Searsport. Guests may enjoy restaurants,
visits to antique shops, places of worship, parks, and the
“Home Port.” or visiting the many neighboring coastal resort
towns. Open year-round. Credit cards accepted.

The Homeport Inn, Edith & George Johnson, Innkeepers,
Route 1, Searsport, Maine 04974. (207) 548-2259.
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House of Three Chimneys — Colonial charm and hospital
ity await you in this 150-year-old sea captain’s house (and
ANTIQUE SHOP) offering views of the ocean and harbor.
Quiet privacy and comfort are yours with only two exclusive
suites and private baths. Under a romantic arch is a whirlpool
Jacuzzi in the Captain’s Master bedroom. Second suite offers
a spacious sitting room, sterling silver sink, wide pumpkin
pine floors. Breakfast in our Country Kitchen by the fireplace.
Sorry, no pets or children.

Rates: Open year-round.
Hosts, Terry Beran and Jim Rose, R.R. 1, Box 397,
Searsport, Maine 04974. (207)548-6117.

McGilvery House Bed & Breakfast — Captain William
McGilvery, one of Maine’s most prominent and prosperous
citizens built this elegant mansion for his family in 1860.
Enjoy quiet, gracious hospitality, relax in spacious, airy guest
rooms, each with clawfoot tubs. Browse area antique shops,
discover the exciting Marine Museum, or just savor sea
breezes from the verandah. Sumptuous continental breakfast
might include “Big Blues,” the Maine Innkeepers 1988 first
place award winner for best blueberry muffins in Maine.

Rates: $55 double occupancy.
McGilvery House, Route 1, P.O. Box 588,
Searsport, Maine 04974. (207) 548-6289.

Old Glory Inn — Captain James Gilmore of the Schooner
“Homeward Bound” built this home in 1850. Built of brick
(probably ship’s ballast), set on 2 1/2 acres, a fine example of
New England architecture. The “Captain’s Suite” plus two
additional guest rooms, all with private bath, allow you to
enjoy the peace, quiet and hospitality only a small inn can
provide. Breakfast is included and served in the keeping
room. Country antiques fill the shop and barn. Whether just
starting your journey or “homeward bound,” you are always
welcome. Open May-Dec.

Old Glory Inn, Bruce & Rita Huddleston, Rt. 1, Box 461,
Searsport, Maine 04974. (207) 548-6232
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Thurston House B & B Inn — Beautiful circa 1830 colonial
home with ell and carriage house. Built as a parsonage for
Stephen Thurston, uncle of Winslow Homer who visited often.
Now you can visit in a casual environment. Located one block
from the Penobscot Marine Museum and one block from
Penobscot Bay. Quiet village setting is steps away from park,
restaurants, tavern, galleries, antiquaries, and much else.
Relax in one of four guest rooms, two with private baths, two
with bay views, and enjoy a “Forget about lunch” breakfast.

Thurston House Bed & Breakfast,
8 Elm Street, P.O. Box 686, Searsport, Maine 04974.
(207) 548-2213.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Bedside Manor Guest House — In mid-coast Maine, overlooking the St. George River, Thomaston and the
Camden Hills, we offer 2 sunset view rooms with shared bath. Breakfast includes freshly baked muffins,
homemade jam and jelly, cold cereal, and coffee or tea. We may be able to arrange transportation from the
Owls Head Airport, the Greyhound bus stop in Thomaston or the Monhegan Boat.

Bedside Manor Guest House, HCR 35, Box 100, Thomaston, Maine 04861. (207) 354-8862.

Weskeag Inn — With back yard stretching to the edge of the
Weskeag River and Ballyhac Cove, this lovely inn is delightful
for vacations, parties, conferences. Nearby: Rockland (Lob
ster Festival), Camden (Camden Ski Bowl), one miles from
Owls Head Transportation Museum. Good cross country
skiing, bicycling, boating. Guests say they love our inn for
location, (off Route 1) and atmosphere, (charming old house
with antique furniture but comfortable beds and new bath
rooms). Call Gray or Lynne Smith for reservations and direc
tions. Breakfast included.

Weskeag Inn, Route 73, P.O. Box 213, South Thomaston, Maine 04858. (207) 596-6676.
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SOUTH WALDOBORO
Barn Bed & Breakfast — Transformed 1793 barn on Rte. 220 South between Waldoboro and Friendship
villages. Here are wide fields and long views, flowers, rockers on the back porch. Breakfast in the brick-floored
kitchen. Double rooms $40.00. Single room $32.00, shared bath. Full breakfast. Reservations appreciated.
The Barn is open May 15th through October.

Hosts: Helen Power, The Barn — Bed & Breakfast, RD 3, South Waldoboro, Maine 04572.
(207) 832-5781.

SPRUCE HEAD
Craignair Inn — A vacation refuge, located at the water’s
edge, in the tiny village of Clark Island. Craignair offers many
activities including hiking to spruce forests and tidal pools,
birding, fishing, boating, and swimming. Antique and craft
shops, festivals, concerts, golf, tennis, horseback riding are all
found in nearby towns. Or just relax in our garden or library.
Breakfast is included in our moderate rates, dinner is avail
able, too, and both are served with view of the sea. Write for
brochure.

Craignair Inn, Clark Island Road,
Spruce Head, Maine 04859. (207) 594-7644.

STOCKTON SPRINGS
Hichborn Inn — Stay with us in the stately Victorian home
of prominent shipbuilder N.G. Hichborn. Experience the
warmth and elegance of period furnished rooms and sumptu
ous full breakfasts served on the spacious sunporch. Visit the
Penobscot Marine Museum or picnic at beautiful Fort Point
State Park - one of Penobscot Bay’s best-kept secrets. Enjoy
antiquing at the many local shops and dine nearby at some of
Maine’s finest restaurants. The Inn is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, and is open year round. Smoking
is not permitted.

THE HICHBORN INN
The Hichborn Inn, Nancy & Bruce Suppes, Innkeepers, Church Street, Stockton Springs, Maine 04981.
(207)567-4183.
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Whistlestop Bed & Breakfast — Gracious and comfortable
home on the shores o f quiet Stockton Harbor. Two bedrooms
with ocean views, shared bath. Secluded and intimate setting,
1/2 mile from Route 1. Let us help you enjoy the nearby parks
and beaches, galleries, antique shops and flea markets, fine
restaurants, museums, summer theater and concerts, hiking,
cycling, sailing jogging, X-C skiing, fall foliage. We are within
easy driving distance of the beautiful Camden Hills, Acadia
National Park, and Bangor International Airport. Let us
welcome you as our guests. Open year-round. Sorry - no pets
or smoking.

Rates: $50 double, includes hearty continental breakfast.
Whistlestop Bed & Breakfast, RFD#1, Box 639, Stockton Springs, Maine 04981. (207) 567-3726.

TENANTS HARBOR
Church Hill Bed & Breakfast — Our 130-year-old taste
fully restored Victorian home is 4 miles from Monhegan ferry,
Port Clyde and Marshall Point Light. Within walking dis
tance is picturesque Tenants Harbor with a general store and
restaurants. We offer a Victorian bedroom with double bed on
the first floor and an English country with double and single
bed on the second floor. Breakfast is served on the sunporch
overlooking the tidal creek and bird feeder. VISA/MC
accepted.

ha
For brochure write or call: Church Hill Bed & Breakfast,
Route 131, P.O. Box 126, Tenants Harbor, Maine 04860.
(207) 372-6256.

Pointed Fir Bed & Breakfast — Overlooking Mosquito
Cove dotted with lobster boats by day and the blinking light
on Monhegan Island ten miles out to sea by night. In each of
our two guest rooms with shared bath and magnificent ocean
view you will find comfort and charm. You will enjoy hearty
and healthy breakfasts in our dining room, its ocean view
framed in the magnificence of the pointed fir trees. Minutes
away from the Monhegan Ferry, spectacular hikes, fine res
taurants and fresh lobster.

Rates: $55 per night. Open June 15-Labor Day.
The Pointed Fir Bed & Breakfast, Janet Shea, Innkeeper, Box 625, Tenants Harbor, Maine 04860.
(207) 372-6213 or (617) 965-4361.
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VINALHAVEN
Fox Island Inn — Comfortable, clean, quiet lodging on an

F o x la n d P ')
Inn

unspoiled coastal Maine island. Both 100-year-old restored
island homes are within a 3-minute walk of the harbor and
center of the picturesque fishing village of Vinalhaven. Enjoy
nearby swimming quarries, seaside nature preserves and life
in the slow lane. Feast on Maine’s finest seafood and relax in
the genuine hospitality of island life. Open June-October.
Reservations suggested. Take the ferry from Rockland, Maine.

Rates: $40-$60. No small children, pets or smoking,
please.
Fox Island Inn, Box 421, Vinalhaven, Maine 04863. (207) 863-2122.

Libby House — After a soothing ferry ride from Rockland,
this cozy 19th-century home with 20th-Century amenities
becomes your Maine island retreat. Located on a peaceful side
street above the harbor, the Libby House is a short, pleasant
walk from lovely Lane’s Island Preserve, with its meadows,
wildflowers, beach, coves, and rocky coast. Quarry swimming,
picnicking, historical society, quaint restaurants nearby.
Choose from a suite, 2 doubles with shared bath, or for longer
stays, a three-room apartment.

Rates: $35-$80 nightly, plus tax.
The Libby House, Walter Street, Vinalhaven, Maine 04853. (207) 863-4696 (summer).
Winter: Philip Roberts, P.O. Box 343, Riverhead, New York 11901.
(516) 765-3756 (home); (516) 727-8080 Ext. 283 (work).

WALDOBORO
Blackford Inn — Deborah A. Blackford, Innkeeper, P.O. Box 817, Friendship St., Waldoboro, Maine 04572.
(207) 832-4714.

Le Vatout B&B — A fine hostelry c. 1830 located a half mile
from Rte. 1 on Rte. 32 South, the road to and from Pemaquid
Point Light. 1st floor bedroom with queen-sized bed and
private bath — 4 other rooms share 3 baths. Our only tradi
tions are beautiful flowers, tasty full breakfasts, and tranquil
nights. Since 75% of our quests return, reservations are
encouraged. This B&B is open throughout the year, and
there’s a unique room for the traveling family.

Rates: Double occupancy from $40 to $65. Brochure (with
map) available on request.
Your host at Le Vatout, Don Slagel, Route 32, Waldoboro, Maine 04572. (207) 832-4552.
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Letteney Farm Vacations — Nestled on 239 acres of woodlands and fields, Storer Pond Farm was built
c. 1790. Hearty meals are served family-style; accommodations for a family or group of up to 12 are dormitorystyle in a spacious 30' x 40' newly renovated attic with 8" x 8" exposed beams and cathedral ceiling. View
overlooks an 87-acre “farm pond” suitable for winter and summer water activities. Brochure and videotape
of accommodations and surrounding attractions available upon request.

Rates: Include dinner, bed and breakfast. $65 daily per adult; $25 daily per child under 12; children
under 2 free. MC/VISA. Open year round.
Letteney Farm Vacations, Lynda & Jim Letteney,
Storer Pond Farm, RFD 2, Box 166A, Waldoboro, Maine 04572.
(207)832-5143.

Roaring Lion B&B — Hosts Robin and Bill Branigan are
well traveled, over 20 mailing addresses in 30 years including
2 years in West Africa; both cook from scratch, like people,
books, movies, gardening, animals and children. Four rooms,
one with private bath, 1905 Victorian with fireplaces, tin
ceilings, wood paneling, on one acre near center of Waldoboro
Village. Stroll through flower and vegetable gardens. Full
breakfast, in-room flowers, afternoon tea, special year-end
holiday dinners. We cater to special and vegetarian diets.
Open all year - No smoking.

The Roaring Lion, P.O. Box 756 (75 Main St.),
Waldoboro, Maine 04572.
(207) 832-4038.

WISCASSET
Marston House — Is in the center o f Wiscasset, an historic
18th century coastal village. The second floor of the Carriage
House, has been converted to two wonderfully spacious rooms.
Each sunfilled room has a private entrance, bath and fire
place. Breakfast is served to you in the privacy o f your room.
Ingredients are always fresh; fruit, squeezed orange juice,
coffee, and from our pantry, muffins. Open May thru Novem
ber.

Rates: $75 double occupancy. Visa, Mastercard and
American Express accepted. No smoking please.
The Marston House, Paul & Sharon Mrozinski, your host, P.O. Box 517, Wiscasset, Maine 04578.
(207) 882-6010.
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Sheepscot B&B — Originally built in 1799, this historic
home is located in the center of Wiscasset village, within
walking distance to antique stores, fine restaurants, and the
Sheepscot River waterfront. There are three spacious guest
rooms, one with a private bath, and two with fireplaces. All are
decorated with Colonial and period furnishings. An estab
lished art gallery is also located in the house, and guests are
invited to relax in the parlor and library, and enjoy a private
viewing of original paintings by local artists. A complete
breakfast is included. Open year round. Visa/MC accepted.
Your hosts — Lynn & Roy Jenkins.

Sheepscot Bed & Breakfast, Main & Pleasant Streets, P.O. Box 701, Wiscasset, Maine 04578.
(207) 882-6024.

Stacked Arms B&B — Have a memorable vacation! We are
located 1 mile from the center of Wiscasset village. Centrally
located for day trips to many coastal attractions. Queen size
or twin size beds, small refrigerators in all rooms, ceiling fans
in upstairs bedrooms, shared baths and spacious lounge with
color cable television. Country-style breakfast served in sunny
pleasant dining room. Check-in time before 9pm. Check-out
time by 11:00am. Open year round. Visa/MasterCard
honored.

The Stacked Arms, Dee, Karen and Sean Maguire,
RR 2, Box 146, Birch Point Road, Wiscasset, Maine 04578. (207) 882-5436.

Twenty-Two Federal B&B — The house is nestled in
Wiscasset Village among historic homes. Within a short walk
are antique shops, museums, restaurants, the Wiscasset wa
terfront and other points of interest. The three bedrooms
share two baths and are tastefully decorated and comfortably
furnished. Each room is sun filled and all overlook the Sheepscot
River. A hearty breakfast is served on the enclosed sun porch
or in the country dining room.

Rates: $55-$60, May to November (winter reservations
available). No credit cards. No pets.
Hosts: Alice Dunwoody, Michael Kubacki,
Twenty-Two Federal Bed & Breakfast,
Federal Street, P.O. Box 57, Wiscasset, Maine 04578. (207) 882-6814.
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ACADIA
Maine's Acadia Region spreads from eastern Penobscot
Bay, across a scenic wonderland of islands, harbors and
headlands, to Gouldsboro Bay. It reaches north to Bangor,
then fans out across rolling hills and fertile farmland to
the southern portions of the northern wilderness and
beyond. The beauty of the Acadia region comes clearly
into focus on Mount Desert Island, particularly within
Acadia National Park, although beauty is certainly more
the rule than the exception throughout the entire region.

BANGOR
Ben-Loch Inn — A country bed and breakfast inn located in
the beautiful Dixmont Hills of East-Central Maine. 20 miles
southwest of Bangor. Guest rooms are spacious and furnish
ings include oriental rugs, antiques. Private and semi-private
baths. Guests have use of several livingrooms, fireplaces,
extensive library, playroom. A hearty country breakfast is
included. Other amenities include a spring-fed pond with
beach, cabin, island, canoeing, swimming and fishing. We
have 25 miles of nature trails and in winter offer Maine’s
finest cross-country ski resort. Open year-round. Fine dining
offered in 3 dining rooms on Friday and Saturday evenings. A
40 seat fool service pub open weekends during ski season.
Extensive wine & beer selection.

Rates: $50-$60.
Ben-Loch Inn, RR #1, Box 1020, Dixmont, Maine 04932. (207) 257-4768.

Bleak House — Country home on 24 acres, overlooking meadows, hills, and banks of Penobscot. 8 miles from
Bangor and 18 from U of Me. Easy drive to Camden, Rockport, Mt. Desert Island, Acadia. One room w/twin
beds, shared bath $35/$40.2 rooms w/dble beds, share bath $30/$35. Den w/TV. Continental breakfast of
homemade breads and fresh fruits. Full b’fast available for modest extra fee. Airport pickup.

Bleak House, 311 Main Rd. So., Rte. 1A, P.O. Box 470, Hampden, Maine 04444. (207) 862-3860.
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Phenix Inn — created from the rehabilitation of an 1873
National Historic Building. It has been tastefully decorated,
maintaining the ambience of historic charm, offering the
finest in the way o f accommodations, comfort and quality. We
offer more than elegant surroundings and warm professional
staff, we offer location! Within walking distance of the inn lies
Bangor’s commercial and financial enter, along with shops,
restaurants and cultural attractions. All rooms are air condi
tioned with private baths, telephone and television. Conti
nental breakfast is included with all rooms and champagne
with suites.

Rates: $53-$80.
The Phenix Inn, 20 West Market Square, Bangor, Maine 04401. (207) 947-3850.

BAR HARBOR
Bar Harbor Inn — A spectacular 8-acre oceanfront resort
located on a grassy knoll overlooking Frenchman Bay and the
Atlantic Ocean. The historic Bar Harbor Inn continues its
longstanding tradition of exceptional accommodations, ele
gant dining and personal service. Main inn house 51 elegant
guest rooms, an impressive lobby, the Reading Room Restau
rant and Lounge, gift shop and reception area. Oceanfront
Lodge offers 64 spacious guest rooms with oversized beds,
private balconies and outstanding oceanviews. Daily sight
seeing cruise from our pier. Lunch, cocktails served on the
waterfront terrace. ***AAA, Mobile Guide-Excellent.

The Bar Harbor Inn, Box 7, Newport Drive, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609.
(207) 288-3351 or 1-800-248-3351.

Black Friar Inn — A most unique restored Victorian Inn,
centrally located in Bar Harbor. A short walk to waterfront,
restaurants, and shops. Tastefully furnished with antiques.
Our six comfortable guest rooms are decorated in Victorian or
country flavor. Private and shared baths available. Full
breakfast served in the Greenhouse. Complimentary after
noon refreshments. Golf and tennis available at nearby clubs.
Just five minutes drive from Acadia National Park. Sorry, no
pets, no smoking, no children under 12.

Rates: $70-$90. MC, VISA, honored.
Barbara and Jim Kelly, Innkeepers, 10 Summer Street, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609.
(207) 288-5091.
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Canterbury Cottage — A cozy and comfortable alternative to the big inns and numerous motels.
Canterbury Cottage is a Victorian shingled cottage which has been tastefully restored to provide the comfort
and modern conveniences o f today with the simpler charms of Bar Harbor’s golden years. Four guest rooms
(2 with private bath, 2 share a bath). Located on a quiet one way street, a short two block walk to all the shops,
restaurants and harbor activities. A five minute drive to Acadia National Park and the “Bluenose” Nova
Scotia Ferry Terminal. Open Memorial weekend till mid-October. Not appropriate for children, pets or
smokers. Reservations recommended.

Rates: $55-$85 in season.
Canterbury Cottage, 12 Roberts Avenue, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. (207) 288-2112.
Your Hosts: Rick & Michele Suydam.

Castlemaine Inn — In town Bar Harbor, nestled on a quiet
side street - a charming restored 19th century private resi
dence former summer home of Austro-Hungarian ambassa
dor. Gracious and warm hospitality, a delightful buffet style
breakfast, tastefully decorated and quiet rooms, some with
private balconies, inviting fireplaces, queen size canopy beds,
brass and iron beds - elegant simplicity. We invite you to be
our guests for that special island retreat. Smoking on the
porches only. No pets. Children over 10 are welcome.

Rates: $75 - $125. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Innkeepers Terence O’Connell and Norah O’Brien,
Castlemaine Inn and Apartments,
39 Holland Avenue, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. (207)288-4563.

Graycote Inn — A quiet message from another time where
hospitality is uncompromised. The Inn is a beautifully re
stored Victorian Cottage offering 10 elegantly appointed rooms,
all with private baths. Seven bedrooms have king canopy beds
with either fireplace, balcony or sunporch. The remaining
rooms have queen size beds. For breakfast may we offer you
a savory quiche, fresh peach cobbler or our french toast with
blueberry sauce. Evening refreshments. Guest parking on
premises. Short walk to restaurants and harbor. Smoking on
our front porch only.
Rates: $75 - $98 double occupancy.
Innkeepers Bill and Darlene DeMao, Graycote Inn,
40 Holland Ave., Bar Harbor, Maine 04609.
(207) 288-3044.
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Hearthside Inn — Susan and Barry Schwartz invite you to
stay in their newly redecorated turn-of-the-century home.
The house is located in a very quiet side street within short,
easy walking distance o f downtown shops, restaurants and
the harbor. Guest rooms, most with private baths, are
furnished with country and Victorian themes. Some guest
rooms feature fireplaces and/or porches. Hearthside offers an
expanded, continental breakfast, afternoon tea and evening
refreshments. Open year-round. Sorry, no pets; no smoking;
no children under ten.

Rates: In-season rates: $65 - $95. MC and VISA welcome.
Phone for reservations: (207) 288-4533.

Holbrook House — Enjoy the charm and hospitality of this
elegant 19 room, 1876 showplace on Bar Harbor’s historic
corridor. Recall its halcyon days in a Victorian setting lavish
with antiques, lace, chintz and flowers. Join us for late
afternoon refreshments on our long front porch. Treat your
self to a breakfast of blueberry buckle, fruit flan, chocolate
scones or egg savories. In town: a five minute walk to all shops,
restaurants and ocean. One mile to Acadia National Park. All
rooms with private baths. Ample off-street parking. Enclosed
bicycle storage. Sorry, no children under eight nor pets.
Smoking on front porch only. MC & VISA honored.

Call or write: Holbrook House, 74 Mt. Desert Street, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. (207) 288-4970.

Inn at Canoe Point — Following the curved drive, you’ll
pass through a pine forest leading to the waters edge and THE
INN. Built in 1889, THE INN is 2 miles from Bar Harbor and
across from Acadia National Park. Relax in front of the
fieldstone fireplace in the ocean room, where you can enjoy a
view o f the sea and the mountains beyond. Our guest rooms all
have water views and private baths. Let us help you experi
ence Maine in every season. OPEN ALL YEAR.

Rates: In Season rates are $95 to $170. (We have lower
mid-season and winter rates.)
Inn at Canoe Point, Box 216B, Hulls Cove, Maine 04644.
(207) 288-9511.
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Ullikana in The Field — Although this elegant Tudor house
is situated in a secluded area that offers parking for all the
guests, it is only a few minutes walk to the center of Bar
Harbor. All the rooms have private bath and individual
heating; some also have fireplaces or private terraces or both.
A suite with 2 bedrooms, a bath and a private terrace is also
available. We serve continental breakfast and refreshments
in the afternoon and evening. Open from May to October. No
children under ten years of age or pets. For Reservations call
(207) 288-9552. (Before April 1 call: (212) 628-6681.)

Ullikana in The Field, The Field, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. (207) 288-9552.

BASS HARBOR
Bass Harbor Cottages — Country Inn and Housekeeping

<fcv .

Cottages on the shore of the quaint fishing village of Bass
Harbor. On Mount Desert Island and close to Acadia National
Park, the country inn offers rooms with views across the
grounds to the harbor beyond. Each room has a private bath
and television is furnished in some rooms. A suite with a
modern kitchen is also available on a housekeeping basis.
Children over ten are welcome. Sorry, no smoking at the Inn
and no pets on the premises.
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Rates: Daily from $35 to $95, double occupancy, plus tax.

Bass Harbor Cottages, Route 102A, Box 40, Bass Harbor, Maine 04653. (207) 244-3460.

Pointy Head Inn/Antiques — Haven for artists, photogra
phers, Old sea captain’s home on the shore of a quaint fishing
village - working harbor. Night anchorage for coastal wind
jammers. Situated on the quiet side of Mount Desert Island,
bordered by Acadia National Park. Thirty minutes from Bar
Harbor. Swimming, hiking, mountain climbing, fishing,
canoeing, biking, sightseeing, whale-watching. Walking dis
tance to restaurants, stores, Bass Harbor Head Light, Swans
Island Ferry. Pointy Head Inn offers 6 comfortable rooms, 4
shared baths. Full breakfast.

Rates: $35 - $65 plus tax.
Pointy Head Inn/Antiques, Doris & Warren Townsend, Route 102A, Bass Harbor, Maine 04653.
(207) 244-7261.
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BLUE HILL
Down East — Elegant fully restored Victorian Inn. Sumptuous full breakfast included with
accommodations. Inn listed on National Register o f Historic Places and filled with period antiques. Ideal
coastal location on ridge overlooking Blue Hill Bay and Mount Desert Island with its Acadia National Park.
Sailing, fishing, hiking, biking, (several bicycles available to guests), antiquing, crafts, nearby historic
attractions. Brochure. Open year round.

A rcady

Arcady Down East, South Street, Blue Hill, Maine 04614. (207) 374-5576.

BROOKSVILLE
Rockmeadow Farm — Sample Maine’s coast while enjoying
comfort in our renovated farmhouse. Surrounded by 45 pri
vate acres with swimming beach, rowboat and canoe on
pristine freshwater lake, rolling woodlands, majestic shade
trees, sunny lawns, flower beds, blueberry fields, only 2 miles
from the ocean! Ideal for sailing,* biking,* (*nearby rentals)
restaurants, antiques, crafts, concerts, delightful wooded
trails offering overlooks of Penobscot Bay. Near Acadia.
Spacious rooms have fireplaces, private entrances, shared
bath. Groups welcome to rent house or rooms with kitchen.
Continental Breakfast. Well behaved children welcome,
smoking outside, no pets. Brochure.

Rates: $34 - $50; $6 - $7 additional person(s).
Rockmeadow Farm, J eff Kaley, Box 27, Brooksville, Maine 04617. (207) 326-4124.

BUCKSPORT
Old Parsonage Inn — The Clough family invites you to
share their historic federal home, formerly a Methodist par
sonage, located one mile from coastal Route 1. All rooms are
tastefully decorated and retain original architectural fea
tures. Third floor features 1809 Masonic hall. Both private
and shared baths available. Private guest entrance and wind
ing staircase. Short walk to shopping, waterfront and fine
restaurants. Convenient for day trips to Acadia and both sides
of Penobscot Bay or explore nearby Fort Knox. Sorry, no pets.

Rates: $35-$50 double. Includes full breakfast.
The Old Parsonage Inn, 190 Franklin Street, Bucksport, Maine 04416-1577.
(207) 469-6477.
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River Inn B&B — Spacious old colonial home (with large deck) on the Penobscot in historic shipbuilding
area. Close to Acadia, Bangor, Bar Harbor, Castine, Searsport. Antiquing, crafts, golf, water sports, winter
sports. Queen with private bath. Twin, double, with shared bath. Rare player grand piano. Full breakfast.
Open all year. No smoking. No pets. Children over 12. $35- $55 double. One-tenth mile off U.S. 1 on Hwy. 15.
The River Inn, Box 1657, 210 Main Street, Bucksport, Maine 04416. (207) 469-3783.

DEER ISLE
Goose Cove Lodge — Rustic, oceanfront resort open from
May 1 until mid-October. Cottages and rooms with private
baths, fireplaces or woodstoves, and sundecks overlooking the
water. Meals are served in the Main Lodge. On premises are
beaches, nature trails, book and VCR library, peace and
natural beauty. Pleasant day-trips possible in all directions
on land or water. One-week minimum in July and August. 1
1/2-hour drive from Bangor Int’l. Airport, 6 1/2-hour drive
from Boston. Write or phone for brochure.

Goose Cove Lodge, Deer Isle, Sunset, Maine 04683. (207) 348-2508. Winter (207) 767-3003.

Holden Homestead B&B — Charming 1850’s three-bed
room parish house lovingly restored by its fifth generation
heir, your host. Easy access to renowned Haystack School of
Crafts, galleries, antique shops, the busy fishing village of
Stonington, sailing, kayaking and boat trips to surrounding
islands. Short walk to the ocean’s splendor, hour’s drive to
Bar Harbor. Special Continental Breakfast Buffet includes
fresh-squeezed orange juice, fresh fruit platter, hearty home
stead muffins, freshly ground gourmet coffees and teas. Open
May to November. Brochure.

Rates: (With private bath): Double $40-$45. Single $35$40. Private suite $60 ($15 additional person).
Cynthia Bancroft Melnikas, Box 221, Deer Isle, Maine 04627. (207) 348-6832.

King’s Row Inn — Newly restored Victorian Sea Captain’s
seaside Mansion built in 1876 with period furnishings. Walk
to village, galleries, restaurants, and shops. Day trips to
Acadia National Park, whale watching and sailing to off shore
islands. Visits to the numerous area antique & craft shops.
Double parlor with fireplaces, book and VCR library. Rooms
with both private & shared baths, as well as a honeymoon
suite, all with water views. Continental breakfast served in
the conservatory. Smoking allowed outside only. Not suitable
for children.

Rates: Call or write for brochure.
King’s Row Inn, Box 426, King’s Row, Deer Isle Village, Maine 04627. (207) 348-7781.
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Laphroaig B&B — “The beautiful hollow by the broad bay.”
Treat yourself to bed and breakfast in our 1850s Greek
Revival home. Large, bright, cheerful suites with private
baths, flannel sheets and handmade afghans, and numerous
antiques. Elegant gourmet breakfasts featuring Island sea
food, homemade breads, freshly-ground coffees, and other
delights — full, not “continental.” Borrow a book from our
library; curl up in a porch swing, rocker, or secluded garden
bench. Deer Isle’s finest year-round accommodations. No
children, no smoking on premises. Enjoy the difference of
Laphroaig! Brochure upon request.

John & Andrea Maherry, Innkeepers, Deer Isle Village, Maine 04627. Tel: (207) 348-6088.

Pilgrim’s Inn — A colonial inn of warmth and distinction.
Gracious lodging, outstanding food and drink, a superb salt
water location. Featured in Country Inns and Back Roads.
Open mid-May through mid-October.

The Pilgrim’s Inn, Jean & Dud Hendrick, Innkeepers,
Deer Isle, Maine 04627. (207)348-6615.

ELLSWORTH
Mrs. Bancroft’s Bed & Breakfast — 1876 home on quiet
side street in pleasant neighborhood, within easy walking
distance o f downtown. Nearby woods path leads to the river.
Spacious yard and front porch for relaxing. Two rooms, pri
vate adjoining baths. Children welcome. No smoking. Open
mid-June through mid-October.

Rates: $25 Single, $35 Double, extra person $10, no
charge for children five and younger.
Mrs. Bancroft’s Bed & Breakfast, Corner Wood & Third Streets, P.O. Box 693, Ellsworth, Maine 04605.
(207) 667-4696.

Victoria’s Bed & Breakfast— Centrally located intown Ellsworth, Coastal Crossroads of Downeast Maine;
within 200 feet of Routes 1 & 3. Convenient base for day trips to Acadia National Park, Bar Harbor, Deer
Isle-Stonington areas and Coastal Downeast. Established in 1982 and recommended by the New York Times,
our 100+ year old home is near restaurants, factory outlets, offering a warm home-like atmosphere, more
comfortable, pleasant and less costly than crowded public accommodations. Open year-round, offering 2
rooms with shared bath. Resident cats. Breakfast included: juices, fresh fruits, scrambled eggs, french toast,
pancakes, cereals and features Large Homemade Blueberry Muffins.

Rates: $40 (double), $35 (single). Off-Season rates. Brochure. Mastercard/VISA.
Victoria’s Bed & Breakfast, Albert & Beverly Jenkins, 58 Pine Street, Ellsworth, Maine 04605.
(207) 667-5893.
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GREAT CRANBERRY ISLAND
Red House B&B — A charming shorefront saltwater farm of
yesteryear with all the necessities of today. Traditionally
decorated rooms with American style home cooked breakfast.
Whale watching and sightseeing trips are available. Acadia
National Park and Bar Harbor are nearby. On the island, we
have badminton and croquet as well as puzzles and games.
Passenger ferry leaves Northeast Harbor (2 mile boat ride).
Open Memorial Day - Columbus Day.

The Red House, Dorothy & John Towns, Great Cranberry Island, Maine 04625.
(207) 244-5297.

HANCOCK
Crocker House Country Inn — Built in 1884 and carefully
restored in 1986, the Crocker House is a quiet, coastal inn
featuring ten individually appointed guest rooms (each with
private bath), fine dining and atmosphere to soothe jangled
nerves. Full breakfast is reserved for our guests, while at
dinner the restaurant is opened to the public. We offer a fullystocked bar and imported wine list. Bicycles and moorings are
available and there are clay tennis courts nearby. Featured
in Country Inns and Back Roads. “A little out o f the way, and
way out of the ordinary.” Open mid-April through New Years
eve.
Crocker House Country Inn, Hancock Point, Maine 04640. (207) 422-6806.

ISLE AU HAUT
Keepers House — Stay in a remote island lighthouse sta
tion. Spectacular unspoiled natural scenery on an island
largely in Acadia National Park. Rooms are large, bright and
simple, furnished with painted antiques. No electricity, cars,
telephones, or crowds. Romantic candlelight dinners. Five
lighthouses visible at night. Deer, seal, and porpoise visit
regularly. Windjammers sail within a few hundred feet.
Featuring relaxation, contemplation, conversation. Hike on
adjacent Acadia trails.

Rates: $205/day per couple includes all meals. No
smoking.
The Keepers House, P.O. Box 26, Isle au Haut, Maine 04645. Information Tel: (207) 367-2261.
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LAMOINE
House — Saltwater farm house located 8 miles from Ellsworth near the end of Route 184. Quiet,
sensual location surrounded by trees, fields, with the bay in the front yard looking toward Mt. Desert Island.
Tucked away from it all, but only a short drive to Acadia and Bar Harbor. Open year-round; offering country
comfort with personal attention. Downstairs front bedroom/second floor front bedroom/shared bath. Full
country breakfast, home made bread, wholesome food, picnics provided on request. I welcome the
opportunity to share my home and help you find the pleasures of this part of the world.

L a m o in e

R a te s:

$36/$34 (double) $24/$22 (single) June-September. Write/Call for winter rates and brochure.
Molly Gilley, Route 184, Box 180, Lamoine, Maine 04605.
(207) 667-7711.

MT. DESERT/SOMESVILLE
Clover — is the only B&B on a lake on Bar Harbor’s Mount
Desert Island. Long Pond, stretching southerly 4 miles, is said
to be the largest lake on any island in the world. Swim, fish
and enjoy it all from my dock in a beautifully made RKL
Rangeley 14' rowboat before or after orange juice squeezed
minutes earlier and a full breakfast. I’m 1.5 miles from the
ocean, 3 from Acadia, 10 from Bar Harbor. Two bedrooms.
Antique country furnishings. Open all year.
Rates: $45 twins, $55 queen.
Clover, Dorothy Lee Worcester, HCR 62 Box 189, Mt. Desert, Maine 04660.
(207) 244-5650.

NEWPORT
Lake Sebasticook B&B — Take a step back into history in our 1903 Victorian home. Relax on the second
floor sunporch or wrap-around porch and enjoy the sounds of ducks and loons on Lake Sebasticook. Full
country breakfast including homemade breads. No smoking or alcoholic beverages. Sorry no children or pets.
Exit 39 off 1-95.
Rates: $50 double, shared baths.
Bob and Trudy Zothner, Innkeepers,
P.O. Box 502, 8 Sebasticook Ave., Newport, Maine 04953.
(207) 368-5507.
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NORTHEAST HARBOR
Maison Suisse Inn — Built in the late 1800’s is a charming

TH E
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example of a “shingle-style” Northeast Harbor summer cot
tage. Tastefully restored and decorated, with queen-sized
beds and antique furnishings, Maison Suisse offers rooms and
suites with private baths and breakfast. Set back from Main
Street in a rustic garden, Maison Suisse is in the heart of this
lovely village. Walk to fine shops, restaurants, harbor and
ferries, tennis. You can walk from our door to trails into
Acadia, and Bar Harbor is a short drive away.

Write for brochure: Maison Suisse Inn, P.O. Box 1090,
Northeast Harbor, Maine 04662.
(207) 276-5223.

Village View Inn — Open all Year, the inn is located on the
upper floors of the Redfield Building on Main Street. The six
rooms are distinctively embellished to complement furnish
ings which vary from Victorian to traditional country. Some
rooms have refrigerators and one has a food preparation area.
A full breakfast is served in the parlor. Northeast Harbor, a
quiet village known for its secluded harbor and summer
community is gaining a reputation for fine arts shopping.

Village View Inn, P.O. Box 878, Main Street,
Northeast Harbor, Maine 04662.
Tel: (207) 276-5283.

ORLAND
Thomas Mason House — On your way to or from Bar Harbor stop in. Our farmhouse is located on Rt. 1
between Bucksport and Ellsworth. Convenient for day trips to Blue Hill, Castine, Deer Isle and Acadia
National Park. Have a good nights sleep in one o f our comfortable rooms with shared bath, and enjoy a full
breakfast beside the old kitchen stove or in the dining room with views of wooded hills and blueberry field.
Open year round.

Rates: $45/per couple, $35/single, $10/for extra person in room.
Thomas Mason House, Rose Marie & Don Lynch, Innkeepers,
Star Rt. 80, Box 185, Orland, Maine 04472.
(207) 469-6318.
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PROSPECT HARBOR
Oceanside Meadows Inn — This lovely 19th-century home
overlooks Sand Cove in picturesque Prospect Harbor. Seven
rooms, including one suite, await the weary traveller. Our
private sand beach bids you welcome - as do the refreshingly
cool sea breezes. Whether travelling alone, or with an entire
family, the Oceanside Meadows will provide you a most
memorable seaside experience. Well-behaved children and
pets welcomed. No smoking allowed in building.

Rates: $45 and up.
Oceanside Meadows Inn, P.O. Box 90, Prospect Harbor, Maine 04669. (207) 963-5557.

SOMESVILLE
Reiber’s B&B — Handsome colonial homestead on 4 acres - outskirts o f historic village. Tidal creek and
meadow. Central location - short drive to Bar harbor and Acadia National Park. Two second floor guest rooms
with twin beds, one with private bath. Resident pets but no guest pets. Prefer non-smokers. Full breakfast.
Open all year.

Rates: $40 to $60; 15% less October 15 - May 15.
Reiber’s B&B, P.O. Box 163, Mt. Desert, Maine 04660. (207) 244-3047.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Harbour Woods Lodging — Bed & Breakfast accommodations with queen size beds, bright spacious rooms
and full private baths. Guests may enjoy breakfast in the sunny baywindow or hearthside in the winter.
Additional accommodations include charming overnight and light housekeeping cottages. We are located
across the street from the harbor and within walking distance of may fine restaurants, shops, and museums.
Bed & breakfast accommodations available all year (no smoking please). Cottages open spring, summer and
fall.

Rates: Send for brochure!
Harbour Woods Lodging, P.O. Box 1214, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679.
(207) 244-5388.

Island House — Ann Gill invites you to share her quiet gracious home on the Harbor, established in 1850
as the first summer hotel on Mount Desert Island. Enjoy hearty breakfast choices including eggs Florentine,
pumpkin bread, and blueberry coffee cake. Acadia National Park is a 5 - minute drive away. Hike, bike, swim,
fish, or just tide-pool watch! Efficiency apartment available. Seasonal.

The Island House, Box 1006, Clark Point Rd., Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679.
(207) 244-5180.
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Island Watch — Overlooking great harbor o f Mount Desert
Island and the village of Southwest Harbor, Island Watch sits
atop Freeman Ridge on the quieter side of Mount Desert
Island. Open year-round, Island Watch was built to provide
the finest panorama, privacy, comfort. Walk to Acadia Na
tional Park, fishing village of Southwest Harbor. Island
Watch offers homey headquarters for myriad of activities.
The view is always captivating. Time stands still as you watch
fishing boats and schooners travel between the outer islands.
Spacious rooms offer choice of single or double beds.

Island Watch B & B , P.O. Box 1359, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. (207) 244-7229/5012.

Kingsleigh Inn -1904 — Located in the heart o f Acadia national Park, on the quiet side of Mt. Desert Island.
Indulge yourself with our romantically restored English country style Bed & Breakfast Inn. Beautiful harbor
views, designer wallcoverings, private baths, antiques, lace window treatments, a warm welcoming hearth,
and candlelight breakfasts with English table settings. These are just a few of the thoughtful amenities we
provide for you. One of our guest put it simply, “My stay with you was the highlight of my trip to Maine.” Let
us be a part o f your special vacation.
The Kingsleigh Inn, P.O. Box 1426, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. (207) 244-5302.
Jim & Kathy King, your hosts.

Lambs Ear Inn B&B — Ours is a classic Maine house (Circa
1857), comfortable and serene, overlooking the harbor in the
small fishing village of Southwest Harbor, in the heart of
Mount Desert Island, surrounded by Acadia National Park.
Have sweet dreams on comfortable beds with crisp fresh
linens. Start your day with a breakfast you will remember.
Please visit us and be a part of this special village. Enjoy
pleasant days here filled with salt air and sunshine.
The Lambs Ear Inn Bed & Breakfast,
P. O. Box 30, Clark Point Road,
Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. (207) 244-9828.

Lindenwood Inn — “A quiet place by the harbor” is a turnof-the century sea captain’s home on the less-traveled side of
Acadia National Park offering warm cozy atmosphere and a
full breakfast. The inn has seven guest rooms, some with
private bath and deck, and a cottage. On warm days swing on
the porch; on cool evenings relax in the parlor, or play our
harpsichord. Explore the island treasures, and come “home”
to the Linden trees shading the inn. Open year-round. Send
for brochure.
Gardiner & Marilyn Brower, Box 1328,
Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. (207) 244-5335.
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Long Pond Inn — Centrally located on the shore of beautiful Long Pond
near the quaint village of Somesville, our Inn offers one of the quietest
choices of country lodging on Mount Desert Island. The Inn is our yearround home built with vintage materials recovered from dismantled
estates, summer cottages, country stores and hotels. Long Pond Inn’s
four guest bedrooms are charmingly appointed featuring full or queen
sized beds and private baths; one with a Jucuzzi tub. Your stay includes
a hearty continental breakfast of fresh seasonal fruits and home-made
muffins. After breakfast, stroll the Inn’s lavish vegetable, herb and
flower gardens or enjoy a swim or paddle on Long Pond in one of our rental
canoes. Within 15 minutes of Long Pond Inn in any direction is all that
Mount Desert Island has to offer; Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South
west Harbor, and breathtaking Acadia National Park. Since our family
includes two Springer Spaniels, other pets are not permitted. Visa, MC,
and personal checks are accepted. We at Long Pond Inn look forward to
hosting you soon and in years to come.

Rates: $65 - $85
Long Pond Inn, Box 361, Mount Desert, Maine 04660. (207) 244-5854
Bob & Pam Mensink - Innkeepers & Registered Maine Guide.

Penury Hall — On the quiet side of Mt. Desert, 14 miles from
more populous Bar Harbor, we established, in 1982, Penury
Hall in the classic bed & breakfast tradition. Our six guests
become “Honorary Family,” and enjoy scrumptious break
fasts including Eggs Benedict, blueberry pancakes, cinnamon
waffles, popovers. We invite you to share our love of antiques,
art, gardening, sailing. You’re welcome to use our canoe, or
sail aboard Red Jacket, a 21' antique daysailer. Our sauna
can relax you after a hard day of hiking or X-C skiing. Open
year-round.

Rates: $27 - $40 single; $35 - $50 double.
Gretchen & Toby Strong, Box 68, Main St., Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. (207) 244-7102.

Two Seasons — We offer bright airy rooms with private
baths in a spacious colonial home which overlooks the harbor.
Enjoy the view during breakfast in the sunroom. We serve
fresh fruit, cereals, local breads, muffins, and homemade jam.
Stroll uptown to shops and restaurants, or to the pier for a
lobster dinner. Drive a few miles to yacht builders, Acadia
National Park, or the two nearby golf courses that welcome
those “From Away.” Open June 15-October 15.

Two Seasons, Box 829, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679.
(207) 244-9627. Winter phone (919) 855-5622.
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SWAN’S ISLAND
Jeannie’s Place B&B — Spend a few days (or longer) on picturesque Swan’s Island, Maine. 45-minute ferry
ride from Bass Harbor. Enjoy picnics, beach combing, peaceful walks through forests and along the seashore.
Breakfast includes freshly baked bread, muffins plus eggs and bacon. Please, no smoking, drinking or pets.
Open Year-Around.

Rates: $42.80 per couple, $32.10 Single; includes tax and breakfast.
Jeannie’s Place Bed & Breakfast, Llewellyn & Jeannie Joyce, owners,
Box 125, Swan’s Island, Maine 04685.
(207) 526-4116.

TREMONT/SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Bass Harbor Inn — On beautiful Mt. Desert Island, the Bass
Harbor Inn offers you a lovely harbor view and choice in
lodging ranging from rooms with private or half bath, some
with fireplaces. Restaurants, the Swans Island Ferry Termi
nal, and trails and shores of Acadia National Park are very
close by. Also available is a suite with private bath, kitchen
and balcony overlooking the harbor, which sleeps six.

Write or call for brochure and information:
Bass Harbor Inn, Shore Road, Bass Harbor, Maine 04653.
(207) 244-5157.

WINTER HARBOR
Main Stay Inn & Cottage — Every room in this 120-year-old Victorian home has an unobstructed view of
Frenchman’s Bay and a private bath. Take a leisurely stroll to fine restaurants, shopping, grocery, and post
office. Cottage available. Swimming nearby. Open mid-May through October. Reservations recommended.
Corner of Main and Newman Streets, Route 186, Winter Harbor.

Rates: $40 single, $45 double. Breakfast included. Visa & MC accepted.
Main Stay Inn, P.O. Box 459, Winter Harbor, Maine 04693.
(207) 963-2601 or (207) 963-5561.
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KATAHDIN / MOOSEHEAD
Most of this region is privately owned pulp and paper
company land, although much of it is accessible to the
public. Relatively few highways disturb the unspoiled
beauty of north and north-central Maine. Outdoor
recreation is a major pastime here where lakes, mountains,
and rivers rule supreme. Moosehead is the largest lake in
the state, some 40 miles long, and Katahdin, in 200,000
acre Baxter State Park the highest mountain, and
northern terminus for the Appalachian Trail.

DEXTER
Brewster Inn of Dexter, Maine — Return to an atmos
phere o f old-world elegance with your stay at the Brewster
Inn. This historic 19-room mansion was formerly owned by
Senator Ralph Owen Brewster. There are six spacious bed
rooms each with private bath, two with fireplaces; also, a
separate two-room efficiency for the week or month. A full
breakfast is always served. Relaxing is easy on the porches
overlooking the gardens with Greek-style arbors and garden
seats. Smoking outdoors only— sorry, no pets. Open yearround. Rates begin at $45.00 double. VISA, MC accepted.
Reservations recommended.

Brewster Inn o f Dexter, Maine, Roberta Caswell & Mary Ellen Beal, Innkeepers,
37 Zions Hill, Dexter, Maine 04930. Tel: (207) 924-3130.

DOVER-FOXCROFT
Foxcroft Bed & Breakfast— Beautiful, scrupulously clean,
1847 home, midway from Bangor to Moosehead Lake (40
minutes) on Route 15 in the village o f Dover-Foxcroft, featur
ing a sumptuous full breakfast. Three sunny rooms share the
large tiled bath/shower. Minutes from Sebec Lake, hunting,
fishing, hiking, swimming, scenic seaplane flights. Picnick
ing at Katahdin Iron Works and Gulf Hagas Gorge.

Rates: $25 single; $45 double (not recommended for
children under 12).
The Foxcroft, 25 West Main Street, Dover-Foxcroft, Maine 04426. (207) 564-7720.
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GREENVILLE
Evergreen Lodge — HCR 76, Box 58, Greenville, Maine 04441 (207) 695-3241

Greenville Inn — Restored lumber baron’s mansion with
many unusual embellishments; providing excellent accom
modations and elegant dining overlooking Moosehead Lake
and Squaw Mountain. Open year-round.

Rates: $40-$75 double occupancy. Visa, MasterCard and
Discover Card honored. Brochure and rate card available.
Greenville Inn, Norris Street, P.O. Box 1194,
Greenville, Maine 04441. (207) 695-2206.

MILLINOCKET
Katahdin Area Bed & Breakfast — In the beautiful area o f Mt. Katahdin, Appalachian Trail Access,
Hiking, Canoeing, Swimming, White Water Rafting, Fishing, Tennis Court in town, Golf Course, F all Foliage,
Hunting, Snowmobiling, Ice Fishing, Cross-country Skiing, Snowshoeing and more. Five bedrooms with
Semi-private baths, sitting rooms with Color Cable T.V. Private entrances to rooms from outside. Quiet
neighborhood near downtown area. Within walking distance to restaurants, places of worship, and stores.

Rates: $25 - $40.
Katahdin Area Bed & Breakfast, 94-96 Oxford St, Millinocket, Maine
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SUNRISE COUNTY
This region meets Maine's — and the nation's —
easternmost border and includes what has aptly been
called "Sunrise County USA." Washington County's
irregular coastline is characterized by rocky beaches and
rugged headlands of stark and timeless beauty. Vast
blueberry fields cover the county, producing 90 percent of
the nation's low bush blueberry crop. Look for the roadside
stands in mid-summer during the blueberry harvest!

DENNYSVILLE
Lincoln House Country Inn — The centerpiece o f northeastern coastal Maine. Located on Routes 1 and
86. Savor the peace and beauty of yesteryear in a lovingly restored colonial bordering the beautiful Dennys
River and Cobscook Bay. Unusual hospitality, outstanding accommodations with six bedrooms sharing four
baths. Dinner at 7.00 by reservation. Cocktails in the unique Woodshed Pub. Ninety-five acres of choice
birding and hiking. National Register. For brochure write.

Lincoln House, Route 1 & 86, Dennysville, Maine 04628. (207) 726-3953.

EAST MACHIAS
Mariner B&B — Historic mansion built in 1874, located at
corner of Routes 1 & 191. Large, comfortable, tastefully fur
nished rooms. Hearty family-style breakfast. Easy access to
rivers, lakes, ocean for fishing, boating, swimming, whale and
bird watching. Explore fishing villages and harbors. Enjoy the
beauty prevalent in Downeast Maine. University of Maine
Machias Campus minutes away. Nearby Quoddy Head State
Park and Lubec, Easternmost United States town, gateway to
Campobello Island, Canada, where Roosevelt’s summer home
is located. Well-behaved children welcome. No smoking please.

Rates: $33 and up. June - September.
Louise & Walter Semenov, Hosts, P.O. Box 40, East Machias, Maine 04630.
(207) 255-4406 or (516) 798-3285 (Winter).
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EASTPORT
Inn at Eastport — Escape to luxury! A 19th-century cap
tain’s house newly restored, the Inn features the relaxed
charm of country bed and breakfast with the elegant ameni
ties o f a full-service inn. Sumptuous breakfasts include unfor
gettable eggs “lobster” Oscar or crispy Belgian pecan waffles.
Explore the area’s coastal beauty and relax at day’s end in our
outdoor hot tub, with ocean view. Then retire to turned-down
linens and liqueurs at bedside. Experience “downeast” Maine
in luxury. Private/shared bath. MC/Visa. Request our bro
chure.

The Inn at Eastport

The Inn at Eastport,
13 Washington Street, Eastport, Maine 04631.
(207) 853-4307.

Todd House — National Register of Historic Places. A c.
1775 New England full-style cape. Huge center chimney and
unusual front staircase. Rooms look as they might have 200
years ago. In 1801, men gathered in the house to charter
Eastern Lodge No. 7 of the Masonic Order. Leisurely break
fast served in common room before huge fireplace, complete
with friendly conversation and the best blueberry muffins
ever! Facilities in large backyard for relaxing cookout with
view o f Passamaquoddy Bay. Owned by a native Eastporter
who has a collection of local history items. Children and wellbehaved pets welcome.

Rates: $35-$45 dbl. occ., $30/single, $65/room with private
bath & kitchenette, $10/extra person. After 5 days rates
drop $5 per day. All rates plus tax.
Todd House, Owner-Ruth M. Mclnnis, Todd’s Head, Eastport, Maine 04631. (207) 853-2328.

Weston House — National Register of Historic Places. Lo
cated in the lovely downeast coastal village of Eastport,
Maine. Built in 1810, this imposing Federal-style house over
looks Passamaquoddy Bay and across to Campobello Island.
The grounds include an expansive lawn suited for croquet or
badminton and a flower garden for quiet relaxation. Five
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths provide guests quiet country elegance
and charm. Sumptuous breakfasts are served in the dining
room.

Rates: $40-$60 double occupancy. Dinners available by
reservation, picnic lunches also available. Open year-round.
Weston House, Jett and John Peterson, 26 Boynton St., Eastport, Maine 04631. (207) 853-2907.
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LUBEC
Bayviews — “Bay views” and what incredible views they are!
A turn-of-the-century house made comfortable with antiques
and memorabilia. Minutes away from the bridge to Campobello and a short ride from Quoddy Head State Park. Enjoy
a breakfast of fresh fruit, homemade granola and the muffins
o f the day. Open for the months of July and August. Licensed
by the state of Maine. No smoking or pets please.

Kathryn Ruheor, Bayviews,
6 Monument St., Lubec, Maine 04652.
(207) 733-2181 Summer; (718) 788-2196 Winter.

Breakers By the Bay — Breathtaking views of the sea, from your own private deck — in this blue and white
New England home. Located close to international bridge leading to Campobello and Roosevelt House. Start
your day with full breakfast served on hand-crocheted tablecloths in the privacy of your room. Then choose
from the beautiful vistas of Quoddy Head State Park, Campobello or just sit back and enjoy the view from
your deck - licensed, no smoking, no pets please.

Breakers By the Bay, 37 Washington St., Lubec, Maine. (207) 733-2487.

Hugel Haus B&B — 55 Main Street, Lubec, Maine 04652. (207)733-4965

MACHIAS
Clark Perry House Bed & Breakfast — 1868 Victorian in
a quiet coastal town. Easy walking to shops, restaurants,
places o f worship, & historic sites. Roque Bluffs State Park,
Jasper Beach and University of Maine at Machias nearby.
Many nature trip opportunities. Two spacious rooms, one
with double bed; one with twin beds. Shared bath. Transpor
tation to and from Machias Valley Airport. Crib available.
Full breakfast. No pets, no smoking. National Register. Open
year-round.

Rates: $35-$55, $10 additional person. VISA/MC.
Clark Perry House, 59 Court St., Machias, Maine 04654. (207) 255-8458.
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AROOSTOOK
Known as The County, Aroostook is the largest of Maine's
16 counties. Bounded by Canada on the west, north, and
east, 20% of the region is under potato cultivation, earning
The County the moniker of Potato Empire of the World.
Aroostook is rapidly becoming a four-season vacationland
for fishing, camping, hiking, skiing, snowmobiling, golfing,
boating, and much more.

FORT FAIRFIELD
Ma Mere’s B&B — Pleasant, cozy home on Canadian border. Located in downtown Fort Fairfield. Four
rooms available, also family room with bunks and crib. Enjoy year-round pleasures - golfing, tennis,
swimming, hunting, fishing, excellent cross-country skiing facilities. Reasonable rates, warm hospitality,
country breakfast. Open year-round.

Proprietor — Donna Dubay, 209 Main St., Fort Fairfield, Maine 04742. (207) 473-7902.

LITTLETON
Candlelight Inn — Come visit one of Littleton’s historic
homes, which has been completely renovated for the comfort
and relaxation o f our guests. Choose from five rooms, one with
private bath. Wake to the aroma of fresh muffins to enhance
your appetite for breakfast to come. Intimate Candlelight
Dining. Full service Inn. Golfing, swimming, hunting, fishing,
cross-country skiing and snowmobile trails located in our back
yard. Air-conditioned rooms, color TV. Open year-round. VISA/
MC accepted.

Candlelight Inn, Hosts: Fran and Barry Hooper, RFD#3, Box 1020, Houlton, Maine 04730.
(207) 538-4439. (Located just 3 miles North o f Houlton on US Rte. 1).

MARS HILL
Turtle’s Loft II B&B — Route 1A, P.O. Box 780, Mars Hill, Maine 04758. (207) 429-8024.
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STATEWIDE
Bed & Breakfast Down East, LTD — Maine’s first, largest,

Brtakfasf
Down

and only full-time B & B Reservation Service. Over 100 select
private homes (many listed only with us) and small Inns.
Statewide; coastal, island, village, intown, lake and moun
tain, rural. Plan your visit to Maine and make all B & B
Reservations with one phone call - to us. Enjoy your Maine
stay while sharing the warmth and hospitality of a Maine
home. Descriptive Directory $3.00 postpaid.

Bed & Breakfast Down East, Ltd.,
Box 547B, Macomber Mill Road,
Eastbrook, Maine 04634-9744.
(207) 565-3517.
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